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Governor mace Holds Key
Interest In May 25 Eledion

The Governor's Race!
Next Tuesday Kentucky voters will go
to the polls to select a Democratic and a Republican nominee for governor of the Commonwealth.
There is really no contest in the Republican campaign. Tom Emberton for governor and James 'Host for lieutenant-governor
have only token opposition and will certainly be their party's candidates in the November election.
But the campaign to select the Democratic nominee is something else, with exJudge Bert T. Combs and Lt.-Gov. Wendell
Ford participating in a strenuous campaign
that will be decided next Tuesday when the
ballots are counted in Kentucky's 120 counx
ties.
For more reasons than we can delineate
in this issue, I am supporting Lt.-Gov. Ford.
I support him because he is a good and
decent man. He is a good Christian, a devoted husband and a kind and understanding
father to his two children, a daughter Shirley 21, and a son Steve, a high school junior.
He identifies with youth because he is a
young maxi. He is a born leader, so don't be
misled by what his opponent is saying about
him. No young fellow could have become
state president, then national president, then
international vice-president of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce if he didn't inspire
thousands of young men who believed in him
and what he stood for.
As a matter of fact, I learned about
Wendell Ford and his integrity from Bert
Combs,the man who chose Ford for his chief
assistant when Combs became governor.
Surely the ex-judge knew then, as he surely
knows now, that Wendell Ford is able, and
honest, and a man of his word.
Bert Combs wanted Wendell Ford to be
governor. He •knew Ford could be a good ,
govv,noz for if this were not so, why did
tr; s.. throw his inn su_pport and influenc
when-we-Tilt
successful race for lieutenant-governor? Certainly it was Mr. Combs'hope that he would
some day see Wendell Ford governor of
Kentucky.

eiriiidellis

Strange Events
But the political process is a strange and
precarious business, isn't it?
You know the turn of events as well as
I do. Bert Combs hand-picked his successor
(Ned Breathitt) as governor; he accepted the
high honor as Federal judge at a life-time
salary of $42,500.00 a year. Apparently he
became bored with Kentucky politics and
the deplorable conditions of the Democratic
party which was heavily in debt; had lost
three senatorial races; had lost the Jefferson
County administration; had lost the Fayette
County administration and a Congressional
seat.
Meanwhile Wendell Ford, as lieutenantgovernor was head of the party in its darkest hour. He did not consider it a chore, but
a challenge. Today Fayette County and Jefferson County are back in the Democratic
fold; we have gained a Congressional scat:
the young people found a leader; the party
has money in the bank. In addition the
Democrats, under Ford's leadership removed the tax on farm machinery and on Prescription drugs, at a time when most states
were increasing taxes. With Ford's support
the Democrats gained the State Auditor's of-.
fice while the Republicans put up their
finest candidate to defeat her.
The list goes on and on and on.
The Answer Is Simple
Some people seem shocked that, having
been Bert Combs' state campaign chairwoman in 1959, I am now supporting his opponent, Wendell Ford.
To me the answer is simple. I, with
countless thousands of Kentuckians felt that
former Governor and ex-Judge Combs had
been given a high honor by being appointed
to the Federal bench. Certainly Mr. Combs
realized that this was a life-time post, at a
handsome salary, free of the intrigue of politics, and a distinction that few men achieve
in a life-time.
So, the real Democrats of Kentucky
rallied behind the leadership of Wendell
Ford, which he gave, with energy, with dedication and with hard work. I am one of that
large number and I am proud that I am.
(Continued on Page Five)

Fulton Countians will go to the polls next
Tuesday to elect Democratic and Republican
nominees for state office, and in addition, to elect
a state senator and a state representative.
In Fulton County the race is being livened
up a bit by a race for jailer to fill the unexpired
term of the late Baker Minton. In addition, a race
for magistrate in District Four will bring out a
large number of voters in that area.
The heaviest concentration of campaigning
is being done in the race for the democratic nomination for governor which pits former governor
and ex-Federal judge Bert T. Combs against his
former long-time friend and chief assistant Wendell Ford, now serving as lieutenant-governor.
The year-long governor's race is coming to
a
in typical Democratic fashion with
climax
the
incorporate
will
construction,
THE COMMONS; a new concept in school building
charges and counter - charges being hurled to the
features of a student "lounge" in the center of the classroom area at the new Fulton
amusement, consternation and confusion of votHikli School. This is the way it looked this week as News photographer stood facing it
ers.
fri.m the entrance to the gym, which will be adjacent.
Both Combs and Ford have endorsed a large
array of progressive programs for Kentucky, if
they are elected.
Long-time political observers have labeled
the governor's race a "toss-up"; The News is of
the same opinion.
A complete list of candidates is published in
Hospital. Well under- the Sample Ballot is in this issue.
Twin
the
around
"booming"
Things are
y, the units are scheduled for
Cities this summer, a News survey of construc- cwipletion and occupancy hopePaducah
in January 1972. McAdoo
JD Leave
tion projects reveals this week. Five major pro- fy
9 a.m.
Contractors, Union City, are
construction
jects surveyed, representing a total
prime contractors for this procost of approximately four million dollars are ject, which will cost approxi$1,453,000.
WICKLIFFE
currently underway, and there is more to come. mately
PlIGHWAY 45-E BYPASS:
10. a.m.
conwill
roadway
2-lane
This
BENTON
The projects are employing a capacity num- nect US 51 with US 45-E around
115 •m,
ber of workmen.
South Fulton. The road, apBARDWELL
proximately 1.82 miles long,
10.30 a.m.
One observer, surveying the current con- will feature a gigantic 3-span
Illinois
the
over
high
bridge
"greatest
the
them
struction programs, calls
Central tracks and Harris Fork
face-lifting the twin cities have ever witnessed." Creek in South Fulton,current-

Bert Combs

Twin Cities Construction Work
At All-Time $4 Million Record
2Iview

Consider these five, on which this week's
survey was made:
—Construction of 37 separate buildings, con, total of 80 units, in the current housing
taining 41
program. 'Nis conitrueffon if In "U" shape
around Hillview Hospital, at an estimated cost of
$1,543,000;
—Earth-moving and bridge-building on the
new US-45E bypass over the IC railroad and
around South Fulton, at an estimated cost of
$1,200,000;
—Construction of the new Fulton High
School in Highlands, at an estimated cost of
$1,000,000;
—Earth moving and building construction
on the new Hadley Adhesive site and building
north of the ice plant in West Fulton, at an estimated cost of over $500,000;
—Enlarging the Fulton A&P store approximately one-third in size, at a cost of approximately $50,000.
Not included, ofcourse, is the
new Urban Renewal program
in Fulton, which will involve
over $2 million in funds and
is expected to begin in the

near future.
HOUSING PROGRAM: Eighty
new housing units are being
incorporated in 37 buildings being constructed adjacent to the

ly being built by the firm of
MAY FIELD
and Kines,
Boyer, Johnson
1230 Noon
bridge-builders of Jackson,
(Lunch)
CLINTON
Tenn. The 4-lane bridge will
11:15 a.m.
be 43 teat high on the western
istk of the tracks, and 50 feet
high bver the land on the eastMURRAY
ern side of the tracks, and the
2:30 p.m.
creek.
The longest span, that which
FULTON
crosses the railroad tracks,
11:45 a.m.
NEWSmap by_P_LV
will be approximately 100 feet
In length, with two 60-foot spans
on either side. An enormous Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford's "victory" motorcade, on Saturday, May
amount of earth fill is being 22 will leave Paducah at 9 a. m. The motorcade is scheduled to
required for this area, and
stop in Wickliffe at 10:00, Bardwell at 10:30. Clinton at 11:15,
completion of bridges and roadwork is not expected before and Fulton at 11:45. Additional stops are planned for Mayfield,
July, 1972. McDade Construc- Banton, Murray, Cadiz, HopkinsvilW, Elkton, and Russellville.
tion Company of Fulton are
prime contractors for the job,
which will cost an estimated
$1,200,000.
SCHOOL:
FULTON HIGH
Work on the new $1,000,000
Fulton High School, located
across Stephen Beale Drive
Fulton High School's entire 1971, I, Larry Shanks, submit
from the Ferry-Morse Seed
Company in Highlands, is pro- coaching staff will leave the my resignation to the Fulton
gressing "pretty well on ache- school after this year, Charles City Board of Education.
It has been a real pleasure
dule" The News was told this Thomas, superintendent of Fulweek. Construction of the gym, ton City Schools, announced working with the faculty and
the administration. Their cothe Commons and the class- Thursday, May 13.
made my job
operation has
rooms are all in the wall stage,
much easier. I would like to
with roof decking completed on
and the
parents
the
thank
Cornpart of the giant building.
community for their help and
(Continued on page 8)
(continued on page 5)

FHS Coaches Shanks, Mason,
Bushart Submit Resignations

Band Director
Also Leaving

In addition, John M. (Jack)
Sublette, the school's band director, has also submitted his
resignation. He plans to further his education in the field
of secondary instrumental music.
Sublette, a native of Jackson, came to Fulton two years
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ward JohnUTM.
ing of George was the result ago after graduating from
Martha, and son and Walter Damons reof a land dispute between George He and his wife,
their daughter, Jennifer, live ceived minor injuries Saturday
and Morrow.
afternoon, May 15 in a two car
Joe Grace of Paducah, the on Court Drive.
accident near Eddyville.
defense attorney, attempted to
The driver of the other car,
footLarry Shanks, head
prove that Morrow had acted
Irvin A. Gilson III, 17, of Eddyin self-defense. In his testi- ball coach, will join his family's
mony, Morrow admitted shoot- dairy business in Mc Ewen,Ten- ville is listed in satisfactory
ing George, but said that he was nessee. Basketball coach David condition at Western Baptilt
in fear of his life after George Mason will attend the Univer- Hospital in Paducah. He sufattempted to beat him with a sity of Louisville College of Law fered a spinal injury, causing
this fall, and Ward Bushart, partial paralysis, in the accichain.
The chain, about 18 inches assistant to Shanks and Mason, dent.
According to the state trooplong, was admitted as evidence, plans to enter graduate school.
Shanks came to FHS from the er who investigated the accialong with several other items
found in George's car by University of Tennessee at dent, Gilson apparently lost
Martin, where he played on the control of his car while trying
authorities.
According to Morrow, George Vols' Tangerine Bowl cham- to pass 'another one, and skidvisitedhim on -August 11; three pionship team. In his three ded sideways into the car drivdays before the shooting, and Years as coach, the Bulldogs en by Johnson.
won 21 games and lost ten.
(continued on page 8)
In his first year, the team
went undefeated in regular season and advanced to the state
semifinals. Shanks also coached
basketball for one year and that
team went to the regional tournament.
Graduation exercises were
Carl Stanley Williams of
"It's a great loss," Thomas
the
Shanks' held Thursday, May 19 for the
concerning
Hickman was indicted for
stated
murder of his brother-in-law, resignation. .We have thor- 71 members of South Fulton
Galen Eugene "Pete" Andrews, oughly enjoyed his three years High School's Class of 1971.
Jr. Andrews died of a gun- here. He has meant so much to Ceremonies were held in the
shot
wound in the abdomen the school, young people, and the First United Methodist Church
March 6, and Williams turned community, and we wish for him of Fulton, which was filled to
capacity with parents, friends
himself into city police shortly the best in the future."
after the shooting.
Shanks' letter of resignation and relatives of the graduates.
Congressman Ed Jones, the
Other indictments were:
follows.
featured speaker, challenged
Carl Lee Gilbert, malicious
graduates to meet the deJr.,
McKinsey,
the
shooting; Harry
Dear Sirs:
mands of a changing world. He
and Gary Fostard, housebreakOn this twelfth day of May told them that maintaining peace
(Continued on page fl)

Judge Declares Mistrial As
Morrow Jury Is Deadlocked
The trial of Clyde Morrow, accused of the
murder last August 14 of his neighbor, Doyle
George, ended Friday, May 14, in a hung jury.
Fulton Circuit Judge Wood C. Tipton declared a
mistrial, dismissed the jury and tentatively set a
new trial for the September term of court.
The case went to the jury at 1 p. m. Friday,
after a day and a half of testimony. At 4 p. m. the
jury reported that it was deadlocked at 7-5, and
that the members of the jury felt that they would
not agree on the verdict•
The trial of Clyde Morrow,
accused of the murder, last
August 14, of hik neighbor,
Doyle George, ended Friday,
May 14 in a hung jury. Fulton
Circuit Judge Wood C. Tipton declared a mistrial, dismissed the Jury and tentatively
set a new trial for the September term of court.
The case went to the jury
at 1 p.m. Friday, after a day
and a half of testimony. At
4 p.m. the Jury reported that
It was deadlocked at 7-5, and
that the members of the Jury
felt that they would alit agree
on the verdict.
Members of the jury were
Kathryn Green, Robbie Clarke,
E. A. Phipps, Nancy Lester,
Hubert Wilkins, Mary Lott
Glasgow, Anna Adams, M. E.
Clifton Campbell,
Simons,
Pauline G. Benthall, Virginia
Myers, and Moselle Linker.

The trial of Morrow, 66year-old Fulton County farmer, opened Thursday.Commonwealth attorney L. M Tipton
Reed contended that the shoot-

Grand Jury 'idicts Thirteen,
Recommends jau Improvements
Thirteen persons were indicted last week by the Fultoe County grand jury, meeting
in the Circuit Court room in
Hickman Monday, May 10 and
In Fulton Tuesday.
Following the reading of indictments Tuesday afternoon,
the grand jury read a report
recommending that the Fulton County Fiscal Court apply
for state or federal funds, or
both, to be used for improvements to the county jail.

Three Sustain
Minor Injuries
In Car Crash

Wendell Ford

Fulton Visit
Set By Ford
Motorcade
A mammoth "victory" motorcade winding through far
West Kentucky will climax Lt.
Gov. Wendell Ford's First
Congressional District campaign Saturday, May 22.
The motorcade, with Ford
supporters from all counties
in the District joining along the
way, will begin in Paducah at
9 a.m. (CDT) and conclude
Tie—a713, Irhdrurs later at Russellville. The motorcade is expected to stop in Fulton about
11:45 a.m.
Along the way, the Lieutepant Governor, Democratic candidate for governor, will make
brief speeches at each stop. A
be
concluding address will
delivered in Russellville.
Local and state police officials will assist in handling the
motorcade so that normal traffic flow will be maintained.
A similar motorcade for the
Second District is planned for
Monday, May 24, the day prior
to primary election day.

Electric Bills
Will Be Cu!
After July 1
The Fulton Electric Plan5
board, meeting Tuesday night,
voted to remove the amortization and surcharge from all
electric bills after July 1, 1971.
This means that commercial
and residential customers ofthe
Fulton Electrit'System will receive an average savings of 8.4
percent after that date.
During the past two months,
TVA officials have been making
a survey of the local system and
a TVA representative recommended to the plant board that
the charges be removed.
The removal will become effective on all meters read after
July I, and customers will not
see the difference in their electric bills until August bills are

Diplomas Awarded To 71
South Fulton Graduates
on earth is one of their biggest
goals. With honor, inteuity,
willingness to work,and respect
for others, Rep. Jones said,
the graduates will be well prepared to meet the challenges
ahead.
into the
The procession
sanctuary was led by principal
Virgil Yates, Obion County
School Superintendent George
Blakemore, South Fulton Board
Chairman Harold Henderson,
(continued on page 5)
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There Must Be A Better Way
k To Settle Rail Disputes
4
- , IT TOOK JUST two days of
atie railroad strike to show to what
.. iTxtent this country still depends
rail transportation. Mail didn't
:tArrive, factories began layoffs,
mmuterg struggled through traf_
ale jams to get to work in the cities
*id utilities began looking woredly
their coal stocks. And it
.took just those two days to illu*rate our continuing national lack
a workable plan to settle recurring rail labor disputes without
•iitrikes and service interruptions.
The strike was the result of
demands by the 13,000-member
Signalmen's Union for pay increases of 51.8 per cent over 42
_months. The railroads offered 36
• ger cent for the same period and a
iresidential emergency board reAopmmended 42 per cent over 42
Eitonths. The signalmen refused to
accept it, went on strike, and the
other rail unions honored their
picket lines, paralyzing the rail
system.
Congress, as usual, straddled
the issue, directing 13.5 per cent
-raises retroactive to January 1,
• 1970, and ordering the signalmen
'back to work until October 1,
• pending further negotiations be• •tween the union and the railroads.
But on the basis of past performance there is little reason to
hope that negotiations alone will
produce the three-year agreement
the government wants And if the
Tail-union talks reach their customary impasse, we'll be off again
on the familiar merry-go-around:
.stalemate, strike, a presidentially
.directed effort to compromise differences, and finally a congreso
gonal order to go back to work
and resume talks.
Both the Railway Labor Act
of 1926 and the Taft-Hartley Act
of 1947 provided for "cooling-off"
periods, and intervention by federal mediators who would try to
reconcile differences. As a parade
of strikes shows, it hasn't worked
very well. Four times during the
past eight years Congress has had

to legislate rail-labor settlements.
Obviously, something new must
be added to prevent interruptions
of service in this essential industry.
'Final selector offer'
One trouble is that both rail
labor and management know that
theirs is an essential industry, and
that eventually Congress will have
to step in to arbitrate any potentially critical strike. And both, apparently, would rather accept
terms laid down by Congress than
by the other side. As a result, negotiations become more a matter
of endurance than of genuine
search for agreement.
Despite the essential nature
of the railroads, and the increasing
role of government in their operation, Congress is rightly reluctant
to consider either of the two steps
that would end the strike nuisance
— nationalization of the railroads
or compulsory arbitration of raillabor disputes. But last year Assistant Labor Secretary W. J.
Usery began pushing publicly for
an approach that could offer a
middle way. His "final selector offer" plan would extend the cooling-off period, and provide that, in
the event of a deadlock, each side
would submit its final offer to a
board of federal mediators. If the
mediators could not come up with
a compromise acceptable to both
sides, they would select one of the
offers and it would become binding.
This might persuade both
sides to be reasonable in their demands, for fear the other side's
offer might be accepted as more
constructive. It would prevent
Congress from having to jump into every one of the apparently
endless rail labor disputes. It
would offer some measure of protection of the public interest.
And while it might prove to
be less than perfect as a fair way
to resolve rail disputes, it could
hardly be less effective than the
procedures we have now.

Murray has just published
",2nd Summer," a 236-page book
which contains representative sc',1ectictns of the work performed by
last year's workshop participants,
• in the four categories of short
Stories, poetry, general articles.
And selections from novels. According to Mr. Stuart, "this book
contains less than 20 per cent of
the publishable material we received."
A strong bond of mutual affection and respect has existed between Jesse Stuart and Murray
University since he suffered a severe illness while on a speaking
engagement there some years ago.
Murray took Stuart to its heart,
and he has designated the institu. I:ion as collector and preserver of
his manuscripts and other creative work.
The book "2nd Summer" is
Voted is of Kentucky's "Beet
AN albetwar
Weekly Papers.
Ileconst-elass portage paid at Pullen,
Ky.

Adams all mall (aubecriptiens, thanes el
address. Perms Mtn) te Post Mks Sex SW
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dedicated to the late Marvin Wrather who, among the innumerable
things he accomplished during a
long career at Murray, helped his
friend Jesse Stuart get the summer workshop started. The second
marked a great advance over the
first, as Dr. Stuart notes in his
foreword:
"Our number of participants
in the Creative Writing Workshop
at Murray State University more
than doubled in 1970 over 1969.
They came from as far West as
California and Hawaii, North as
far as Alaska, and East as far as
Massachusetts. They came from
the Deep South and Texas. They
came from border states and MidAmerica. They came from the big
cities, New York -and Chicago.
And if we didn't have talented,
creative people and some with
very special talents, no writers'
workshop ever held in the United
States has ever had them."
The Murray workshop of 1970
is featured on the cover of the
May issue of the influential Writet's Digest, with a photo of Jesse
Stuart and two other conference
leaders. The 1971 Murray workshop is scheduled from June 28 to
July 16, and we are confident Dr.
Stuart will realize his hope that
"there will be another harvest of
creativity in all four categories
for a Third Summer."
— Paducah Sun-Democrat
BIBLE DIGEST
.. be thou faithful unto
death and I will give thee a crown
of life." Revelation 2:10
Be a career Christian;

Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject:

LETS BE FRIENDS
If nobody smiled and nobody cheered
And nobody helped us along.
If every man looked after himself
And good things went to the strong.
If nobody cared just a little for you.
If nobody thought about me,
And we all stood alone in the battle of life,
What a dreary old world this would be.
Life is sweet because of the friends we've made
And for the things in common we share
We want to live on, not because of ourselves,
But because of the people who care.
It's living and doing for somebody else
On THAT life's splendor depends.
And the joys of living when you've summed
them all up
Is found in the making of friends.

FUL'TON'S

I_Jurors, Colmar

and steps to be taken by a young
person who contacts a venereal
disease. This book is written for
the young reader, but is a book
that adults will find most informative if they are interested
in finding out the facts about VD.

BY LUCY DANIIIL

Several new books have been
received from the Department
Frankfort.
of Libraries
in
These books range from fiction
to the broadest ranges of the
non-fiction areas. Let's take
a look at a few of the new ones.
PENHALLOW by Georgette
Hei3Oer. In his Cornish manor
house, Adam Penhallow, though
confined to a sickbed, rules his
wife, his sister, four sons, a
daughter-in-law, and numerous
servants with quixotic cruelty.
He seems to enjoy nothing so
much as making others miserable. When he forces his youngest son to return from Cambridge, and summons a daughter and another son from London, the whole clan is made
vividly aware that he
will
never relinquish hispower over
their lives. With steadily building suspense, the question becomes not whether Adam Penhallow will be murdered but by
whom and when.
WOLF HUNT by Walter Edmonds. This is a story cif two
hunters and a great wolf that
was both their prey and their
Ideal. Danny Gallagher starts
to hunt the wolf in the hope
that he can leave his boyhood
behind, Hocty, Danny's uncle,
sets out after the marauder in
order to prove that he is a
special kind of man. After days
of stalking the wolf, Danny and
his uncle finally confront their
prey. The results of this confrontation give both their lives
a new depth and direction.

—Louisville Courier - Journal

Harvest Of Creativity At Murray State U.
Murray State University is
about to conduct "Third Summer,' its third annual creative
writing' workshop conducted by
the noted Kentucky author and
poet, Jesse Stuart.

IIDOIVI°8 CORNER

Thursday, May 20, 1971

DRUGS
AND YOUTH by
Joseph
Brenner and others.
This is a remarkable book.
A reasoned, concise, and unemotional appraisal of a subject which usually makes tempers flare and nerves fray.
The authors manage to avoid
either
moralizing or melodrama. They give small comfort to those who blame all
the evils of society on the use
of drugs. Nor do they join forces

with those who propagandize for
drugs as the ultimate experience or the way to personal
salvation. The road they have
chosen is more difficult and
far more useful. They present
the facts—medical, psychiatric, and legal—as they have
come to know them through
years of research and professional practice.
Two titles that will be of
interest are JUMBO JETS by
Lou
Jacobs and
INTRODUCTION TO GOVERNMENT
by Robert Rienow. Both titles
are very complete on the subject revealed by the title.

A GUEST
OF HONOR by
Nadine
Gordimer. The title
figure of this towering novel is
James Bray, an Englishman who
returns to the Central African
country where he once served as
a colonial administrator. He is
coming
back for the Ind pendence
celebrations, ten
years after his expulsion by Her
Majesty's
government
for
siding with the local nationalist leaders in their campaign
for freedom, His African hosts,
who wish to thank him for his
role as one of the country's
liberators, soon press him to
stay. After accepting a post
In
education-planning, Bray
heads north to the Gala District he knows so well. There
and back in the capital, in the
bush,
surveying
appalling
needs, on the shores of the
Great Lake, through Party
Congress and clandestine meeting, and ultimately in fire and
blood, Bray measures the young
country's progress against the
split between the growing expedience and greed of some
leaders, and the passionate determinaHow oe- ethers to put
it practice itheqiie,le Mthe
Independence
struggle. 'lime
choice of loyalties he must inevitably make is his triumph
and undoing, and even the golden-eyed woman he has grown to
love cannot help.

SUNDAY EVENING by Margaret Lynn. Tracy didn't think
she had any enemies. But nothing was really very clear, and
she couldn't be sure. And everything was so strange. She knew
she had experienced a nervous
breakdown, and she remembered being admitted to
a
email hospital—and then she
was transferred—she thought.
Now she was convalescing in
an isolated pottage in
the
Cornish countryside, nut why
did her nurse drive away and
leave her completely alone/
The chilling tale of a young
woman's desperate attempt to
retain her sanity in a world
that seems determined to kill
I AM THIRD by Gale Sayers.
her,
(This book will be the rage
with all of our pro-football
VD- FACTS YOU SHOULD fans.) Gale Sayers is a man
KNOW by Andre
Blanzaco. who strives toward and reaches
(for grades 6 and up) In
a the number-one spot in everysimple, direct way VD: FACTS thing he tries, yet has the
YOU SHOULD KNOW presents humility to wear around his
the young person with informa- neck a medallion which reads,
tion
he should have about "I am third." It seems an unvenereal disease. No reader likely way for Sayers to decan get far Into this book with- scribe himself, but in this imout becoming actively involved. pressively candid and lively
On almost every page is
a autobiography,
the twentyquestion box, with the answer seven-year-old
makes
star
below it. A reader can quickly clear its validity,
and his own
learn all he needs to know about truth as a man. In recounting
venereal disease--how it af- the triumphs and disappointfects the body, how it is caused, ments of his ongoing brilliant
cured, and prevented. At ttie career, he gives his
ideas on
end are a brief history of VD, the game of football

I FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock I
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MAY 18. 1951
Monday the Fire Department was called out
to the home of Hubert Bennett at 409 Fourth
Street to put out a coal house which was on fire.
The fire caught in a most unusual way, according to Fire Chief W. T. Dawson. The City Garbage truck had picked up some hot cinders, then
they picked up some dry brush. The brush caught
fire while the truck was in the alley and a spark
flew from the truck and landed on the coal house.
Five local Illinois Central employes were
promoted to engineer recently. They are Joe
Horner, Joe Fly, Stanley Parham, J. P. Hyland,
and Don Braswell.
On Wednesday of this week, May 16, Mrs.
Violet Johnson on he; 65th birthday retired as
bookkeeper of the OK Laundry, after 25 years of
service with that company.
•••=11•••••••••

More Mind-Affecting Drugs Now in Use

To classify any one group of drugs as "mind-affecting"
would be a truth, but only half true, because this would lead
one to believe that some drugs in use do NOT affect the mind.
The haliucinogenics, (those which cause "trips" of the mind),
are generally referred to as mind-affecting, but in reality all
drugs have their effect on the mind whether direct or indirectly.
Some of the other drugs we have not mentioned thus far
a r e MESCALINE, PEYOTE, PSILOCYBIN, DMT, STP A N D
MORNING GLORY SEEDS.
Mescaline is hallucinogenic in nature, a chemical found in
the buttons of certain small cactus plants — peyote or mescal
— and these are also available illegally in powder and liquid
form. The effects, for the most part milder than from LSD,
often last 10 to 12 hours. Being bitter to the taste It is often
mixed with a drink to make it go down easier. American Indians have used this drug in religious rights for hundreds of
years, so its use is not what could be termed new.
Peyote itself, coming from cactus, is a milder form of Mescaline. Sometimes it is referred to as "the button", "cactus",
or just the letter "P". To this day it is still used in sacrament
rites by the Native American Indian Church.
Psilocybin is from the Mexican mushroom and usually
comes in crystal, powder or liquid form. Influence of the mind
lasts from 2 to 6 hours generally and effects are similar to
those of Mescaline.
DMT, (dimethyltryptarnine), causes effects similar to LSD,
when taken in large doses. Reaction comes quickly and the effects last an hour or two. It is made synthetically, and is a natural component of seeds from plants growing in the West Indies and South America. For hundreds of years natives have
used this drug by sniffing a powder from the seeds.
STP, (also known as DOM), is relatively new on the drug
scene. It is a synthetic chemical related to Mescaline and the
Amphetamines. Reportedly it is very mind-distorting, but not
nearly so powerful as LSD.
Morning Glory Seeds of some varieties have an active principle closely related to LSD, but much less potent. The seeds
are most usually chewed or made into a tea.
Then there is the "thing" called "68"; like banana peel,
"68" or, as it is sometimes called "sex juice", may be a hoax
so say the specialists of the American Pharmaceutical Association. Users have reported that it produces wild, short trips as
compared to LSD or STP. There are conflicting reports on the
chemical make-up and over all effects. Our Food and Drug
Administration says that "68" is simply oil of peppermint.
So, in summary today, you may ask yourself why it is important to know all of these minute details about all of the
drugs we have discussed. Much of the information you may
never have an occasion to use — BUT,, if you do have occasion
it is much better to know facts than fiction, hearsay and the
like.
The major point of this entire series is to better understand
the drug misuse problem and to do this we must know basic
knowledge and basic facts. Only through truth about the drug
problem can we hope to combat it. Only through open-mindedness can we save our children from the horrors of drug misuse.
WE are the adults — the solution to the problem is up to US
— this is OUR responsibility!
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Denver attractions are
Pleasing to visitors
DENVER: Colorado's capital
city offers a warm, satisfying
welcome to visitors who come
here in search of spectacular
scenery and outdoor recreation,
plus a sophisticated approach
to food and entertainment.
Denver is a "Frontier town",
according to the clever advertising campaign of the Frontier
Airlines people who serve Denver and most other important

will be presented by Mayor Smith Atkins. The
award is being made in connection with the movie, "Appointment with Danger," which is appearing here in its West Kentucky premiere. The
movie is a story about postal inspectors.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MAY 21, 1926
Manager Nat Bynum of the Grand Theatre
has jtr: installed a large machine that will provide lotr. of cool, fresh air to the show house at all
times.
Piano pupils of Miss Ivora Cantrell presented an enjoyable recital last Tuesday evening at
the Water Valley High School.
FHS Notes: The senior class play, "Green
Stockings," was directed by Miss Mary Royster
and was presented Wednesday night. . . Dr, E, H.
Waters, president of Union University, delivered
a stirring baccalaureate sermon Sunday at the
high school auditorium . . , the Juniors were tha
hosts to the Seniors and faculty in a brilliant banquet Friday, directed by Miss Iva White..-The
Junior High School operetta Tuesday, directed
by Misses Elliott and Clinkenbeard, played to a
full house.

John Garrett, chief engineer of radio station
WFUL, said that the work on the outside of the
Although the flood of Monday night carried
building has been completed and work on the in- a vast amount of mud into the Chamber of Comside was started this week. A test broadcast will merce, no damage was done to either books or
the
be run the first of June and they are planning to piano, arid the place was cleaned and fairly well
begin broadcasting within two months.
dried before the Library opened next afternoon.
A distinguished service scroll in recognition
A story on the front page of this
of the outstanding service rendered by the local paper states that Fulton's water, sparklingweek's
with
postoffice department will be presented to Jack a bluish-white of exceptional quality, is
unsurCarter, local postmaster Sunday night at the Ful- passed. Councilman W.P. Murrell is
chairman of
ton Theatre.
this committee; his co-workers include Shelton
Manager Dan Tappan said that the scroll Hart, Tull and'William*.

Rocky Mountain cities, but it
also is a city with excellent restaurants and elegant shops, a
healthy regard for music and
theater and strong support for
museums and art galleries.
Include two days on a Denver
stop during a Colorado vacation. There are attractions that
will keep you happily occupied.
The rambling front range of
the Rocky Mountain National
Park is at Denver's doorstep.
A prime attraction for any visitor
is a drive to Golden and then up
Lookout Mountain, which will
include a visit to the grave of
Buffalo Bill and to the Mother
Cabrini Shrine. Views from
Lookout Mountain are many
and spectacular, the air is fresh
and dear. Three hours will take
you up and back.
Denver's fine zoo and Museum of National History and
the Denver Mint will please both
adults and diddren, while its
Larimer Square provides an interesting locale for lunch or dinner, and for shopping in an area
reminding one of Chicago's
Wells Street of five years ago,
when it was fresher and more
wholesome in appearance.
Denver hotels can be very
busy during the peak convention and vacation periods, so
follow the advice of the Frontier
Airlines experts and make your
reservations well in advance.
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FIRE TOLL: Deaths from
home fires have been rising
again . . . many due to carelessness. The Allstate Safety Crusade warns against overload
electrical wiring, overheated
stoves and furnaces and, emphatically, smoking in bed!
SC.
DAFFVNITIONS: Drinking
fountain Gulp stream
Lambda — Related sheep
Minlmom wage: Mother's

pay

—Christian Science Monitor
• • •

THE FUNNY PAPERS
Mr. Jones was born in Brooklyn and came to the United
States 46 years ago.

— Redwood City, Calif.,
Tribune.
Sex scholarships were also
awarded at the banquet.
— Madera (Calif.) Daily Tribune
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Peggy Reams
Reveals Plans
For Wedding

Party Honors
Bride-Elect,
Carmen Weaks

Miss . Peggy Jean Reams,
Miss Carmen Weaks, bridebride-elect of Mr. Wayne Wilelect of Navy Lt. (jg) Leland
liam Lohaus, is today announcMoore, was honored with a party
ing plans for her forthcoming
Thursday, May 13 at the home
wedding on Saturday afternoon,
of - Mrs. Louis Weaks. CoMrs. Weaks'
hostess was
June 5, at four o'clock at the
First United Methodist Church
daughter, Mrs. John Dicken of
in Fulton. The Rev. William
Lexington.
G. Adams, pastor ofthe church,
Receiving with Miss Weaks
will officiate.
and her mother, Mrs. Parks
Mrs. Barry Adams, church
Weaks, were the bridegroom's
organist, will provide the
mother, Mrs. Blake Moore of
and
his
music. All guests are invited
Mobile, Alabama,
to the reception in the Fellowgrandmother,
Mrs. Leland
ship Hall of the church imThompson of Trimble, Tenmediately following the cerenessee. About 200 friends called
mony.
during the afternoon.
Miss Reams has chosen her
Miss Weaks wore a blue and
cousin, Miss Donna Jean Senswhite midi-length dress and
ing, as her maid of honor.
a daisy corsage.
Bridesmaids include Mrs.TayThe dining table was cenlor Davidson of Lexington, and
tered with a silver epergne
Miss Electa Vernon, Central
filled with yellow rosebuds and
City. Miss Catherine Sensing,
yellow candles. Arrangements
cousin of the bride, will serve
of garden flowers were placed
as junior bridesmaid.
throughout the house.
The groom has selected his
Assisting in the dining room
brother, Dennis Earl Lohaus,
were Miss Caroline Weaks,
as best man. Other groomsmen
Mrs. Claude Botts, Mrs. Edchosen are Thomas Nanney of
ward Parks, Miss Letha Botts,
Fulton, 'Udward Kampsen
Miss Dee Fields, Miss Helen
of
Louisville, and Michael Toms
Botts, and
Mrs. Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Edward Work
of Hopkinsville. Walter Harris
Andrus.
MISS PHYLLIS ANN CRAIG
Sensing and John Andrew Sensing, cousins of the bride, will
serve as acolytes and ushers.
• 4( • .
Mrs. Fred Stanley of Jackson was the hostess at a luncheon Saturday, May 15 honoring
DUKEDOM, Tenn.,
of the late Mrs. Mattie Belle
Miss Peggy Reams, fiancee of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Edward Cosby and Allen Collier Mur- Wayne Lohaus.
Grandson of Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Peat Joyner of
Work of Dukedom Rt. 2 will phyGeorge Snead of Oakton, Ky and
Miss Reams wore a sleeveHome and Garden De- Troy are announcing today the
The
celebrate their 50th wedding an- A retired farmer, Mr. Works less forest-green knit dress,
grand- of Mrs. James H. Provow of
partment's buffet breakfast was engagement of their
Ann Birmingham, Ala., and the late
niversary with a reception Sun- is the son of the late Mrs. Vas- and a glamelia corsage. The
MR. AND MRS. BILLY TERRELL LOGAN
held Friday morning, May 14 daughter, Miss Phyllis
Jr., Mr. Provow, the bridegroom
Snead
Arron
George
day, May 23, at the One and sie Myatt and Thomas Jones hostess gift was silver in Miss
Craig,
to
Attending
Terrace.
at
the
Park
(Photo by Adelle)
George Arron elect was graduated from Obion
All Clubhouse, east of Fulton. Work.
Reams' chosen pattern.
were some 30 members and son of Mr. and Mrs.
County Central High school and is
Snead Sr., also of Troy.
The luncheon table was overAll of their friends and rela- Their children are Wayne Edguests.
The bride-elect is the daughter mployed at the Troy City Hall.
tives are invited.
ward Work of Detroit, Mich.; laid with a cutwork cloth and
Entertainment was provided
Worth,
Lake
of
Craig
Ralph
The Works were married May Macon Work of Mayfield. Ky.; centered with an arrangement
by Miss Ginger Fields, who pre- of
late Mr. and Mrs. The couple will pledge their
sented a "Minnie Pearl" mono- Fla., and the
22. 1921, by Squire McDade, in Mrs. Jerry Foster, Hempstead, of garden flowers. Party favors
Troy. She is a vows at 7:30 p.m. on June 4 at the
marked
each
guest's
place.
logue. Mrs. Floyd Martin and James Estes of
Graves County. Their attend- N. Y.; Sammie Keith Work,
graduate of Fulton High School. Troy Baptist Church.
The guests were Miss Reams;
Hart
were
in
charge
Mrs.
E.
W.
ants were Guy Byars, Mis. Iva Patterson, N. J., and Jerry
her
mother, Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Terrell were Johnny Fitts, brother of the of the program.
French, Dow Gilliam and the Work of Mayfield. Jesse MurReams;
the
bridegroom's
During the business session,
late Miss Susie Murphy.
phy Work is deceased. They also mother, Mrs. Earl Lohaus; Mrs. Logan are making their home in bride, and Jerry Crews of Union
Mrs. C. W. Whitnel presided
South Fulton following their Cile.
Mrs. Works is the daughter have 15 grandchildren.
smith Atkins, Mrs.J. D. Davis, recent
in the absence of Mrs. -Jack
marriage at St. Leo's
The Gleason Hall of the church Allen. Mrs. J. W. Best gave
Mrs. Don Sensing, Miss Donna Catholic Church in
Murray, K ,. was
the setting for a reception the invocation.
Sensing, Mrs. Norman Terry,
The bride is the former WinMrs. Steve Wiley, Mrs. C. W. Inifred Frances Fitts, daughter of immediately following the
New
officers were introceremony given by the bride's
Whitnel, Mrs. Fred Jolley, and 'Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
KSLPN (Kentucky State As- tical Nurses; Mrs. Louise Spelduced: chairman, Mrs. Arch
Fitts
..ot parents.
Miss Susan Stanley.
Huddleston; vice chairman, sociation,. Licensed Practical ling, Jackson, Tennessee, the
te 1,,Purye,ar,Tena".41114
I*
'sei-vink were Mist Kris Barnes
Nurses)
held the. 23rd annual 'President of the Tennessee
Mrs. MLitt Reed; recording sec' Di Jacksqn, Miss Linda Harkey of retary, Mrs. Frank Brady;
441.
coneentiOn in Lexington,. ,Ken- State Associlatlon O .I.44eRslarii
.),Logan of l'sicorth.•
qtP
Watiesboro,
Tenn,,
Miss
Kay
°
S4
ourth Sttleet, Union City.
treasurer, MrS. Mildred Free- tucky, at the Phoenix Hotel May ed Practical
Nurses; Mrs.
The fellowship Hall of the
'
Evans of Dyersburg and Miss
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
man; publicity, Mrs. Warren 5-8.
Nashville,
Wright.
Pauline
Fulton First Baptist Church
Contests were enjoyed and a
Peggy Seawright of Paris. Miss
Delegates
from
District
17,
officiated
A
program
of
music,
Graham; program, Miss Mary
Tennessee, 3rd Vice Presiprovided the setting for a collection of guests' favorite
Christina McKinney of South
Debbie Logan, sister of the
Unit
2
were
Mrs.
Julia
including
the
Suiter,
themes
from
"Dr.
Martin,
Mrs.
Mr.
Tom
ConVirginia
Stokes,
dent
NFLPN;
miscellaneous shower given recipes was presented to the Fulton was recognized at the
Zhivago," "Love Story" and widegroom, kept the register and Mrs. Whittle]; telephone, Hillview Hospital, and Mrs. nelly, Junior Coordinator of
recently for Miss Teresa Wilson. honoree.
second annual Parents Day prowhich
was
placed
on
a
lace"Romeo
Romeo and Julieti," were
Mrs. Roy Pickering and Mrs. Virginia Austin, Fulton Hos- Allied Health Program, Eastbride-elect of Alan Scott Cardwell
Refreshments of fruit punch. gram Sunday, May 16 at the presented. Mr.
pital.
and Mrs. Steve draped table holding a yellow Hoyt Moore.
ern Kentucky University; a
of South Fulton. Hostesses for the cookies and nuts were served University of Tennessee at
Terry
of
Honored guests were Mrs. representative from the Office
Martin
sang
"Ave
rose'
Guests were
Miss Fields,
attractive pre-nuptial courtesy from crystal appointments.
Martin.
Out-of-town
guests
included Mrs. Arthur Rose of Water Vera A. Herweg, Carroll, Iowa,
Maria."
Governor Louie B. Nunn;and
of
were Mrs. Sara Brown. Mrs
Among the 70 guests attending
She was cited for memberGiven in marriage by her Mr. and Mrs. William G. Logan, Valley, and Mrs. Joe Mac Reed. the President of the National a representative from the office
Edwin Harrison and Miss Dorsa were two special guests. Mrs. ship in Who's Who and Phl
Phyllis, Debbie and Dale Logan,
father,
the
bride
was
wearing
a
Federation
Of
Licensed Prac- of Mayor Charles Wylie, LexHarrison, all of Fulton.
Vervin Wilson of Union City. Kappa Phi honorary society(
Lon Logan, Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
ington.
Arrangements of spring mother of the bride-elect, and and given a Student National gown of white peau de soie with Smith and son, Dwight, Mrs.
Chantilly
lace
sleeves.
Designed
The representative of Gov.
blossoms were placed at vantage Mrs. Ronnie Allen. of Dyersburg. Education Association Award,
Betty Miller, Mrs. Iris Evans,
Louie Nunn read a proclamation
points throughout the hall. A sister of the bridegroom-elect. A total of 139 UTM students by the bride, the A-hue dress Jerry Crews, Mrs. Robert
featured
a
row
of
embroidered
declaring May 5-8 LPN Week
miniature bride and groom
The bride-elect was presented received awards at the pro- roses at the
neckline and at the Brasfield, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
in Kentucky. A proclamation
centered the white-draped gift gifts of china 'by the hostesses gram,
Arrington and Miss Pam Medlin,
waist
where
a
wide
sash
was
decorated
with
was read by the representa'ive
table which was
caught. The rose motif was all of Union City, Roy Hook and
of Mayor Wylie of Lexitig:on
white streamers caught with
Miss Kaye Evans of Dyersburg,
repeated
on
the
edge
of
the
declaring May 5-8 LPN Week
white wedding bells.
chapel train. Her veil of illusion Miss Susan Charlton, Mr. and
in that city. These documents
The bride-elect was wearing a
attached to a cluster of lace Mrs. J.W.Alsobrook and Mrs.
were in turn presented to the
lovely trousseau frock of orchid
leaves set with pearls. She Fanny Kirkland of Benton, Ky.
State
president, Mrs. Virginia
and
linen trimm d in white
Miss Susan Johnson and Miss
carried a white mother-of-pearl
Hupp, Middlesboro.
purple. She was presented a
Linda Guerin of Troy, Mr. and
prayer
book
crested
with
a
Ladies
from
eight
First Dis- Hickman, Ballard, McCracken,
A workshop (The Look of a
novelty corsage created by Mrs.
bouquet of white rosebuds Mrs. Clifton Campbell and Mr.
trict counties will gather in Marshall and Calloway.
Leader) was held Thursday
surrounding a pure white orchid. and Mrs. Frank Cardwell of
Mayfield on Friday, May 21
Shirley, a senior at the UniMay 6, with certimorning,
Fulton, Miss Linda Harkey of
for a luncheon to honor Mrs. versa)/ of Kentucky, has been Her only jewelry was a cameo
ficates of achievement awardWadesboro, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
necklace,
a
gift
from
the
groom.
Wendell Ford and her daughter, on the campaign trail almost ,
ed to those attending.
Miss Judy Fitts of Nashville George Barnes and Kris of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary William- Shirley. Hostesses for the event constantly since classes let out lwas her
At a "Get-acquainted" party,
sister's maid of honor. Jackson, Ed Logan of Lexington,
will
be
the
women
of
an
the
of
after
final
Thursday evening, door prizes
exams. Steve, a Miss Phyllis Logan,
son became the parents
sister of the Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Joe Logan,
werewon by Mrs. Sulker, a
eight-pound, five-ounce son, Ford for Governor headquar- Junior at Frankfort HighSchool, bridegroom,
served
as Timothy and Lori, and Miss
Gary Jr., May 13 at Hillview ters in Graves County, Mrs. has been campaigning after bridesmaid.' .
Marilyn
Brandenburg
of SCRAPBOOK WINNER — Mrs. Peggy Laws, Glesgesi (center), handmade quilt, and an electric
C.
C. Lowry First District school and on Saturdays in
alarm clock by Mrs. Austin.
Hospital. He joins a sister,
William G. Logan served his Memphis, Miss Julia Ann Fitts of presented a
chairwoman for the Ford Cam- the interest of his father'scanScrapbook Award to Mrs. Julia Suitor (left), presiIn the Scrapbook category
Kristy.
son as best man. Mickey Graham Nashville, Mickey Graham of
didacy for the Democratic nomUnit #2,
District
17 won
The grandparents are Mr. Paigm announced.
of Homestead Air Force Base, Homestead, Fla.. Miss Kathey dent of District 17, Unit 2 and Mrs. Virginia Austin, vice presiMrs, Randall Mason and Mrs. ination for Governor.
3rd
place award in state comand Mrs. Kenneth Tate of LexMorey of Sherburn, N.Y., Mrs. dent. Mrs.
Fla
,
was
groomsman
and
ushers
Skitter
and
Mrs.
Austin
were
delegates
to
the
1971
con”We are urging women in
petition.
ington, and Mrs. Vivian Wit- Rex Benifield, both of Boaz,
.
Joe Mike, Connie and Christi of
Friday morning May 7, elecDamson of Fulton and the late who serve as co-chairwomen the eight counties to send in
Mayfield and Miss Peggy vention of the Kentucky Association of Licensed Practical
for
Ford
in
Graves
County,
are
reservations
tion
of state officers was held.
E. E. Williamson.
as soon as posSeawright of Paris.
Nurses.
ln charge of arrangements for Bible in order to accommodate
the luncheon to be held at the the large number of women exJEWEL WINS AGAIN
Holiday Inn at 12:30 p.m.
pected for the luncheon," Mrs.
Jewel Myalti rode Merry
Mrs. Ford and Shirley will Mason and Mrs. Benifield said.
Boy's Go-Go to fourth place in be on hand to greet the more
Spearheading the Ford For
the Ladies Amateur Walking than 200 women expected for
Governor campaign in Fulton
Horse class at the Cotton the affair. First District coun- County are Mrs.
Mary Louise
Carnival Horse Show in Mem- ties participating in the event Gossum of Fulton,
and Mrs.
phis Friday, May 14.
Anita Cash was elected 1971are; Graves, Fulton, Carlisle, H. G. Shaw of Hickman.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
'72 president of the Fulton City
Future Homemakers of America at a meeting Wednesday May
Please tell me what purpose that she will be bored if she
Will you suspect someone in your child12 at the Fulton High School. It Dear Ann Landers:
why a well-ed- hood (a person you didn't like) is served by waking up a isn't challenged to learn. He
was the chapter's final meeting please tell me
ucated, well-traveled, socially had hair-sprouting moles, and persdn in the middle of the night also insists it would be an honor
of the school year.
affluent, middle- this is why you are overre- to inform him that a mutual to graduate from high school at
Other officers elected were prominent,
acquaintance has died? The per- 14-1/2. What is your opinion?-woman who spends a for- acting.
Gigi Brock, first vice presi- aged
son who gets the call can do Super Smart Can Be Trotible
tune on clothes and a mint of
dent, Mary Helen Dunn, second
Dear Ann Landers: Who do nothing but lose a night's sleep.
beauty shop is
vice president; Alice Cald- money in the
you
think
you
are
that
you
can
As I said in my first reDear Su: This is an honor
through life with
well, secretary; Linda Stokes, content to go
moles call a person insensitive, in- sponse, anyone who feels that he your daughter can live without.
treasurer, Sandra Thompson, bygugly hair-sprouting
considerate
and
sadist
just
bemorning
to
wait
until
The
cannot
social pressures on a girl
the
about
is
historian; Anita Sublette, de- on her face? One
large pea. The other cause she telephones a friend pass the bad news has a streak who is three years younger
votional leader; Kay Nelms, size of a
than her classmates can proas a dime. in the middle of the night to tell of sadism.
song leader; Rene May, recre- IS *early as big
her a mutual acquaintance has
duce serious problems.
ation leader, Susan Holt, parDear
Ann Landers- Our
died? More often than not the
Whenever
I
see
this
woman
liamentarian, and Gwen Armperson who makes such a call daughter has always been prestrong, reporter.
I am jarred anew by the sight hates to be the one who breaks cocious. Beverly could read beBrilliance can be a curstif
The retiring officers were of her moles although I have the bad news, but someone has fore she started school and her it 'is not properly channeled.
presented with
gifts in ap- known her for several years. to do it.
memory was extraordinary at Go to school and talk wit-hthq
preciation for their service. I cannot understand her indifa very early age. She skipped principal. Ask if he can sugBecky Smith led the meeting's ference. Is it possible she is
What about nurses, doctors, the first grade and went di- gest ways to keep the - girl
opening rituals, the singing of unaware of these unsightly police officers'
, Are THESE rectly into the second. That Intellectually stimulated WJbthe FHA prayer song and the growths? Would it be terribly people sadists also? I hope you was three years ago. Now the out
advancing
her ill101,110
rude
of me to suggest that she do better on your nest answer. teacher wants Bev to skip the grade.
State FHA song. Louella Puckett
read the minutes and called have them removed? I'd like to This one was lousy.---Green sixth grade and go from the
the roll. Gigi Brock
read hear your opinion on this.-- Bay Reader
fifth to the seventh. I am
What awaits you on the rit%
Cape Cod
a poem about friendship.
against it, The girl would find side of the marriage veil? TI
Brenda Williamson and Mary
Dear Green: Nurses, doctors herself in high school with stu- can you be sure your marilige
Helen Dunn led recreation and
Dear Cod. Keep quiet. The and police officers must notify dents who are 2-1/2 and 3 will work? Read Ann Landoll.
Mrs. Jack Speight, president of the Fulton-South Fulton Business and Professional Women's
songs after the business meet- Women knows the moles are the next of kin because it is their years older than she. (I for- booklet, "Marriage—What
convention,
May
14
16
speaker
at
the
state
BPW
Club, greeted Gov. Louie B. Nunn, banquet
ing. A letter of thanks from a there. If she wanted to do some- professional responsibility to got to mention that Bev was Expect."
Sent your reit0
member of the Southern As- thing about them she would. do so. Instructions must be permitted to start school at to Ann Landers in care of.y9lise
at the Phoenix Hotel in Lexington. Miss Anna Lou Caldwell of Fulten, First District BPW association
Apparently they do not bother given and decisions must be age 4-1/2.)
evaluation
team,
newspaper
delegate
from
as
a
enclosing
attended
Pique
also
WI iñcó1s
Bertes
lower
right
corner.
Mrs.
sistant director, is in
recent visitors to the school, her. And, frankly, they should made, It is up to the family
My husband says I am de- and a long, stamped, attract.
in Kentucky.
Fulton. The convention marked the BPW's SOth anniv
was read.
not bother YOU that much.
to Issue orders.
priving her of an opportunity-- dressed envelope.

Reception To Honor
Mr. And Mrs. Edd Work

Miss Fields
Entertains
At Breakfast

Miss Phyllis Ann Craig
To Wed George Snead

Logan, Fitts Nuptials Are
Solemnized Al St. Leo's Church

Mrs. Suiter, Mrs. Austin
Attend Nurses' Convention

Miscellaneous Shower
4 Wilson

Honored At UM

Mayfield Luncheon Will Honor
Mrs. Wendell Ford/ Miss Ford

g

.

Hello World

Anita
" Cash
Elected By
Fulton FHA

4014$ 2ancle4S
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West Kentucky Women Invited.
To Murray Golf Tournament
More than 100 ladies from
the four-state area of West
Kentucky are expected to participate In the fourth annual
George Hart Ladles Invitational
golf tournament at the Calloway
Country Club in Murray Julie 2.
Invitations have been sent to
the ladles of 32 clubs in the
area, and one of the largest
fields in the brief history of the
18-hole, medal play, memorial
event is expected.

dreds of dollars, Mrs. Hibbard
said, with the championship
flight winner also receiving the
coveted traveling trophy, presented by Sirs. Lockie Hart,
Murray, in memory of her husband, the late George Hart, a
prominent civic leader and for
several years president of the
Band of Murray.
Players will be flighted at the
end of the first nine holes of
play, Mrs. Hibbard said, with
play starting at 9 a.m.
The three previous championship flight winners are:
Mrs. Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield
(1968), Mrs. Mary Anderson,
Metroplis (1969), and Mrs.
Mary Jane Harris, Paducah,the
defending champion.
In addition, the Dorothy Holland Team Trophy, donated by
Al Lindsey, Murray, in memory
of his aunt, who was an active
member of the club before her
death in early 1970, will be presented to the four players from
any one club whose aggregate
score is the lowest of any
similar group participating.
Last year, the Paxton Park
Ladies from Paducah were the
winners of this trophy.
Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan and
his assistants expect to have
the 6,270-yard layout in top
playing condition for the tournament. Ladies par for the course
is 38-37--75.

Mrs. Norma Frank is the
general chairman, assisted by
Mrs. Carol Hibbard, the golf
chairman, and Mrs.Jackie Ransom, publicity, as well as a
large number of the ladies of
the club.
CLASS OF 1928 RETURNS TO KENTUCKY CAMPUS—Relaxine at the home of their
The $7 entry fee covers the
classmate and a former president of their alma meter, Or. A, D. Kirwan, are members
entire's day's activities, which
include a social hour, lunch
of the University of Kentucky class of 1926 and their families. From left are Or. and
and a fashion show, featuring
NirsAAaric K. Hannah, Glendale, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Morris of P i/111111V MID,Ohio, and
from
models
The
Place,
Dr.,ind Mrs. Ward Busher., Fulton. The reunion was hold in conjunction with the
Mademoiselle Shop and Littleton's as well as the golftournaschool's 1041h artnUal commencement exercises.
ment.
The deadline for entries is
Monday, May 24. Anyone wishing to participate should contact either Mrs. Hibbard, 1227
Dogwood West (753-5598) or
Mrs. Ransom, 1707 Johnson
(753-3058), in Murray before
The Couples League of Fulton Mann and Randall and Barbara
that date.
has its annual banquet at King. Garan, Inc., Second Place
The top six winners in each
Gooch's Restaurant on Reelfoot Team, composed of Joe and
The Women's Society of of six flights will receive silver
Gail
Dean
and
Sponsors
Hutson,
Ruth
May
10.
Monday,
Lake
Christian Service of the South awards valued at several hunwere Charles Moyers and Rickie Harsen.
recognized
Fulton United Methodist Church
Joe
High Game Scratch,
Reams, Pepsi Cola; Henry E.
met Tuesday. May 11 in the
SirilVrr, Mr-Lanes; and Randall Hutson 245 and Gertrude Ben- fellowship hall. Eleven mem9687.
Game
Handicap,
Post
nett
223;
High
VFW
King, Ken-Tenn
bers attended.
1971-72 Dean Moyers 268 and Helen
Officers for the
Plans were made during
255; High Series
season were elected as follows: Beeler
Dr. Scratch, Jim Bright 651 and the business session for the
Jim Bright, president;
church's annual fall bazaar.
C. H. Myers, vice-president; Jean Bright 544; High Series
The
Fulton
Homemakers Robert E. Hodges; publicity
MeKelvy is chairJean Bright, secretary; and Handicap, Carl Burnham 685 Mrs. W. W.
studied food and nutrition at chairman, Mrs. Otis Bizzle; and
man this year.
and Gertrude Bennett 649.
Barbara King, treasurer.
Mrs. Troy Puckett presented their meeting Thursday, May 13 4-H Club leader, Mrs. David
Average
Improved
Most
Trophies .were awarded to
in the home of Mrs. Robert E. Phelps.
the following: Ken-Tenn VFW Award, Carl Burnham and Gail a program based on the book, Hodges. Mrs. Elmer Shaw and
The Homemakers voted to be"Out
of
the
Depths,"
a
study
Team
Patch,
Doc
Place
Moyers.
Triplicate
First
9687,
Post
Mrs. H. G. Butler led the gin future meetings at 10 a.m.
of the Book of Psalms.
composed of David and Shirley Bennett.
study, "Your Health and the Next month's meeting will be
The 'members reported 46 Food You Eat."
held on June 3 at the home of
cards have been mailed, and
FRATERNITY OFFICER
The information was pre- Mrs. H. G. Butler.
Debbie Wheeler has been 44 visits made, to sick and pared by Miss Elizabeth Helton,
initiated into Phi Omega Pi shut-in persons in the past state specialist in foods and
honorary business fraternity at month. Names were drawn for nutrition. Topics covered were
the use of carbohydrates, fats,
Murray State University, and Sunshine Friends.
and proteins in the body; the
was elected treasurer. She is a
need for calcium and phosphorANDREWS
sophomore majoring in busius; development of bone and
ness eduestion and computer
Eugene Hoodenpyle has anJewelry Company
muscle tissue; and diseases nounced the names of the girls
science.
caused
by
nutritional de- who will award ribbons at the
ficiencep.
1971 YMBC Horse Show, to be
The meeting was opened with held June 26 at Carr Woods
The Union City Duplicate Club
held its Club Tournament Game a devotional read by Mrs. J. riding ring in the Highlands.
Tuesday night with 12 tables in B. Raffety. Her subject was St.
The ribbon girls are Geri'
play. Overall winners were Mrs, Paul's Epistle to the Corinthi- Tripp, Kelly Sanders, Melva
Mel Seivers :and Mrs. R.L. ans on charity.
Jean Yates, Leisa Gay Atwill,
During the business session, Lisa Needham, Irene TempleThornton.
the
following
new
officers were ton, Linda Barclay, and Joanie
North-South winners were:
First, Mrs. Seivers and Mrs. elected: president, Mrs. W. J. Trees, Fulton; Carmen HarThornton; sectind, Mrs. Gus Walker; vice president, Mrs. rison, Union City; Libby Bugg,
White and Mrs. Lee Grasfeder; Clyde Fields; secretary, Mrs, Clinton, and Hope Ann Kendall,
and third, Mrs. 111.B. Pate of Thelma Davis; treasurer, Mrs. Sharon, Tennessee.
Newbern and Mrs. J.A. Moore of A, S. Johnston; recreation leades, Mrs. Elmer Shaw and Mrs..
Dyersburg.
East-West winners were: First,
Dave Shatz and Lee Grasfeder;
second, Mrs. Max Altfeld and
Mrs. Syulvain Shatz; and third,
Mrs. Harry Jackson and Mrs.
Ray Beach.
Thursday, eight tables were in
play.
FULTON, Ky.,
Mrs.
North-South winners were:
Umphrey McKendree, nee Julie
First, Mrs. Brantly Amberg of
Hickman and Mrs. A. G. Camp- Bard, a recent bride, was honbell of Dresden,second, Mrs. Ken ored with a bridal tea at the
Schneider and Mrs. A. J. Luther; Community Center, with about
and third, Mrs. Uel Killebrew and 60 attending and sending gifts.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade of
Hostesses for t h e occasion
Fulton.
were Mesdames Joe Gambill,
East-West winners were: Mrs. J. B. Lee, Thomas Coates, Bud
J. R. Hogan and Mrs. W. L.
Hall, Carl Greer and Michael
Holland of Fulton; second, Mrs.
Ed Kingsbury and Mrs. I. A. Jeffress.
Guests called between the
Harris of Newborn; and third,
Mrs. White and Mrs. Grasfeder. hours of 2:30 and 4 p.m.
The honoree was dressed in
white, with white accessories
New Orleans' famous French
Market was first used by In- and wore a gift corsage of car
nations.
dians as a bartering place.

Couples League Names Officers South Fulton
At Banquet On Reelfoot Lake WSCS Plans
Fall Bazaar

IPTE

Thank You
Senator
Carroll

AR

For your constant efforts and interest
to help us get approval for a Fulton
County Vocational Training School. We
are grateful for your interest in all of
our affairs and we urge our friends
to re-elect you as State Senator from
the First District.

Re-Elect State Senator

Carroll Hubbard

Who's running for

Bridal Tea
Is Given For
Mrs. McKendree

It does make
a difference

Tues
ter n
OT TB

Winners Told

LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR?

whet
testa
es. ,
Senator Carroll Hubbard

Ribbon Girls For
Horse Show Named

Duplicate Club

1
Natic
Kent
proxi
flue.

Hubbard

Food, Nutrition Are Studied
By Fulton Homemakers Club

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:

py en
again
7
thous
Comb
1
the fl
for rJ
and 11
seen
Then

Funds for this message contributed by Fulton County supporters of
Senator Carroll Hubbard
Paid for by Carrell Hubbard, Jr. Mayfield, Kardycky, Treasurer

What Has
RALPH ED GRAVES
Done For
FULTON COUNTY?
STATE REP. RALPH ED GRAVES
Your Voice In Frankfort

— VOTED SALES TAX OFF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
— SPONSORED LEVEE BILL SOUGHT BY FULTON CO. FARMERS
— BROUGHT BETTER
CONTROL TO FULTON COUNTY
— HELPED OBTAIN TRADE SCHOOL FOR FULTON COUNTY
— VOTED AGAINST PROPOSED INCREASES IN PROPERTY & INCOME
TAXES
— CO-SPONSORED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE LAW FOR PUBLIC
OFFICIALS
— SECURED HOUSE APPROVAL OF CIRCUIT COURT SITE FOR
FULTON CITY
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MR. DAVIS
Dear Fellow Kentuckian,
The next four years may well prove to be
the most challenging which have faced our
people at e0ery level of government.
If!am elected your Lieutenant Governor,
I will continue to serve you with that dedication to the public welfare which I have endeavored to bring to bear as your Attorney
General and as a member of the General Assembly.
I seek your ideas and, to the extent that
circumstances permit, your personal assistance.
Sincerely, .
John Breckinridge
Paid for by Citizens For Breckinridge,
John Duncan, Treasurer, 253 Walton Ave.,Lexington, Ky.

CHARLES 0. DAVIS does not believe that the Property
Value Administrator or Tax Commissioner should be
appointed. Do You?
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will fight for your privilege to vote on
this very important office.
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will NOT vote for another raise in
Senator's salaries.
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will support legislation to improve the
criminal justice system.

PLEDGED TO CONTINUE THOSE EFFORTS THAT WILL

KEEP OUR DISTRICT MOVING!

CHARLES 0. DAVIS will try, In every avenue open to him,
to got the automobile insurance rates reduced for the
good driver.

VOTE AND WORK FOR

CHARLES 0. DAVIS
As your next SENATOR from the First District
(Paid for by Cormaniffte for Charles 0. Davis; Billy Gilbert,
Ctia irman).

Re-Elect

RALPH ED GRAVES
YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Paid for by Ralph Ed Graves, acting as his own treasurer

FJ

DIOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page

DIPLOM AS—

1)

But alas, the story does not have a happy ending. Today the Democratic party is
again being torn to shambles.
The big-monied politicians are pouring
thousands upon thousands of dollars into the.
Combs gubernatorial campaign.
Even the most casual voter is noticing
the fantastic money being spent on Combs
for radio, television, newspaper, billboard'
and hand-bill advertisements. We've hardly
seen anything like it in many, many a day.
There must be a reason.
Mr. Combs has the endorsement of the
National Education Association and the
Kentucky Association, groups that seek approximately $392,000,000.00 in new tax revenue.
The money has to come from some,
where, in spite of Mr.Combs' vehement protestations that he will not levy any new taxes.
The decision that voters must make next
Tuesday is not whether Mr. Combs has a better military record, or a better public record,
or more experience, than does Wendell Ford.
All of which he does NOT have.
The decision we must make is whether
Mr. Combs can FULFILL his campaign
promises without raising taxes.
And then we must ask ourselves, why
would a man give up the security of a highpaying Federal post for life, to risk the hazards of a bitter campaign to seek a job that
pays only $30,000.00 for just four years?
When Mr. Combs leaves office, if he is
elected, he will be nearly 64 years old. His
political potential will have ended.
,And so would his potential for starting
over in the practice of law.
That is, if there were any necessity for
him to practice law, after he leaves office, if
he is elected.
FHS COACHES—

(Cootinwid from page me)
and members of the faculty.
Each student carried a lighted
candle.
Rev. James Best gave the
Invocation and Rev. W. G.
Adams the benediction. Mrs.
J. U. McKendree was the organist.
Receiving special recognition
Denise
valedictorian
were
salutatorian
and
Coleman
Jackie Hollis), and honor graduates Nancy Bagwell, Deborah
Hodges, David Puckett, Gary
Jetton, Penny Winston, Stephen
Walker, Dale Walker, Judy
Powell, Mike McKinney, Edie
McKendree,
Maynard, Julie
Bob Ross, Tommy Greer, Ricky
Brown, Kay King, and Jerry
Oliver.
Yates announced the scholarship winners: Miss Coleman and
Miss Hollle, each awarded fouryear scholarships to Lambuth
College and Union University,
and Bob Ross, Stephen Walker,

and Stan Hurt, scholarships to
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
The following award winners
were announced:
Readers Digest Valedictorian Award: Denise Coleman.
Outstanding English student:
Jackie Rollie.
Outstanding American History student (Woodmen of the
World Award): Deborah Hodges.
Award:
Citizenship
DAR
Penny Winston.
Denise
Merit Who's Who:
Coleman and Dale Walker.
High
American
Outstanding
School students: Edie Maynard,
Tommy
McKendree,
Julie
Greer, Jimmy Oliver, Jackie
BagNancy
Rollie, Gary Jetton,
well, Deborah Hodges, Stan
Hurt, and Judy Powell.
Girls State delegate: Edie
Maynard, Boys State delegate:
Gary Jetton. Betty Crocker Award: Jackie
Hollie.
Bureau
Civitan and Farm
Essay Contest winner: Denise
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DEMOCRATIC

MUMMY ELECTION

PROMPT ELECTION

Bert T
COMBS

FALL

INSURANCE

Robert McCrory
JOHNSON LI
John E
RIMIER

0

For Governor
Willer Beira
CUPP
LI

(Vote For One)

For Lieutenant Governor
(Vote For One)

REPUBLICAN
Yrit.0.,

MAT Ey 1.1

EMBERTON LI

O

HAIALIN

LI

Earl Ray
MdlITOSH 0

Reid
MARTIN

0
0

LI

Wendell H
FORD

0

SHIRES

0

Samuel
PRATHER

Henry
BEACH

0

ROGERS

0

W Jere.
HOST

WtHlyn.

John B
BRECIUNRIDGE 0

SPENCE

Julian IM
CARROLL 0

Charlie
WRIGHT

"All Risk Protection"
IS AVAILABLE

Cl

I

For Attorney General
I

(Vote For (Joel

.1!

easy

HANCOCK

O

N•Iter E
BROMLEY

LI

HINT
Orwell "Dreg"
DAVIS

For State Treasurer
C. I...

(Vete Fr One)

For Auditor of Public Accounts
(V,ne For One)

For Superintendent
of Public Instructions
(Vote Fr One)

For Commissioner Agriculture,
Labor and Statistics
(Vote For Colo)

For Clerk
of the Court of Appeals
(Vet. Fr C.)

Mary Louise
FOUST
GINGER

Lyle Leonard
WILLIS 0
RAY

0

JOHNSON

0

(Vote For Cer)
(Vote For One)

(Vote For On.)

For Jailer

(1111nrep4re5 Tenn)
(Vote Tor One)

GLEBERMAN

LI

Jeuel
HAMILTON 0

Jrnes B
GRAHAM

0

w
SNIDER

0

C. Harold
BRAY

0

HOCKENSMITH

LI

Ben All..
BURNS

0

Wesdell P
BUTLER

0

MATHIS

0

II K.
KEITH

0

HANN

LI

BEGLEY, JR. 0

Paul
LYNCH

LI

Douglas D.
MOSELEYLI

Derr. A.
FORD

hS

Cl

Chester L
RIGSBY

LI

,.. W.
We

RELMANU

0

HUBBARD, IR.

(harles 0
DAVIS

Ralph Ed
GRAVES

0

Henry
MADDOX

0

loah
McCLURE

LI

,,.,,k II
MOONEY

0

l
C

Edward (Si)

CLARA

(:.-1

l
lC
Cl
Cl

11

Cl

1, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify
that the above is a copy of the ballot

on the face of the voting

machines in precincts 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 to be held in

WITH

LOW COST RATES
CALL 472-1061

Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl

LI

Freres Jour
MILLS
El

For State Representative
DISTRICT I

Cl
0 Cl
0 Cl

CIJRWFLI

EJ

FOR YOUR

BOAT INSURANCE

Cl
Cl

Foster H

R K. (Kenny)
GRANTZ

DISTRICT I

CADETTE TRIP
Fulton Cadettes Pat Robertson. Karen Clark, 'and Chris.
Jones of Troop 50 were amosg
?I Girl Scouts and leaders from
the Bear Creek Council who
took a weekend trip to St.
Louis recently.

PRIMARY ELECTION

YrIESDAY. MAY ZS. IV.

Jeer Skirl., Rye.
CECIL

DISTSICT I

ship Conference, will leads raji.
session Saturday, May 22 at Mei
CBC office at 119W. State Li*:
Green will speak again Suft.
day, May 23, at a mass rally
to be held at the South Fultfte
football field. The rally is expected to start at 2:30. R.
freshments will be sold.
All activities will be °pia
to the pul?lic.

1001.010111)

COL0101 I

DEMOCRATIC
TUMMY, MAY 11,

For State Senator

FALL

The Concerned Black Citizens have planned a program of
activities, called "Experiences
In Blackness," for the weekend
to
of May 21-23, according
Joyce Gill, CBC executive director.
Mrs. Gill announced the following schedule of activities.
On Friday, May 21, the CBC
will hold a banquet at the Community Center on Carr Street,
with Mahlon Griffith, a member
of the U. S. Justice Department, as the featured speaker.
Tickets for the banquet, which
begins at 7:30 p.m., are $2.00.
Ernest Green, assistant to
the public relations director of
the Southern Christian Leader-

atilt

For Railroad Commissioner

AND

CBC Plans Week-end Of
Experiences In Blackness

DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
Tie memo.Dees This FIN Tee mi Chews INA Fee Next VON.

ODLOYA

The Mad Room

SEE

WEEK-END WITH PARENTS
Miss Mariana Weaks. a student at Southwestern University
in Memphis. spent the weekend visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Parks Weaks.
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AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
,
Dreg Limn IN Vsebet Peale.
W W •
WM Craw Uses* Me This

Primary Election, Tuesday, May 25,1971

SUNSET DRIVE-DI

Fulton school system.

Yates announced that the
graduates have donated books
to the library in memory of
Hobert Powell, junior
class
president, who died several
weeks ago as the result of an
accident. Yates read a letter
of appreciation from Powell's
family.
Diplomas were presented to
the graduates by Blakemore
and Yates.
Preceding the graduation exercises, a buffet banquet for the
graduates and their parents was
held at the Park Terrace. Rep.
Jones, the guest of honor, spoke
briefly.
Miss Coleman introduced the
persons seated at the head table.
Rep. Jones and Mrs.Jones, Rev.
and Mrs. Gerald Stow, David
Puckett, and Jim Huffine.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

Sample Ballot

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

(Continued from page one)
co-operation during the time
'Ilse News takes pleasure In
I have been with the Fulton wishing the following friends
City School system. Lois and '1 1appy
David
Birthday":
I have made many close friends
Lynn Holman, May 20; Mrs.
here and have felt at home at
J. T. Burrow, Neva Maynard,
Fulton since the very beginning.
May 21; James S. MeKitwiey,
I have enjoyed working with
Tommy Toon, May 22; Mrs.
the student body of Fulton. They
Rushton, Linda Holare truly a great bunch of kids George
Schwerck, Stephanie
and the dedication which they land, John
presented to me has made my Waikato, May 29; Mark Van
Green, May- 23;
Jane
Doren,
decig1011 OVEtrtfXrder.
The boys with whom I have James A. Gorman ILL, •filabert
worked have been extra special :Randle, Virginia . Cathay, May
to me. My coaching career at 26.
Fulton has been a great experience as a result of the hard
work and good participation of
these boys. However, due to my Between Martin a Unica City
parents' health, I feel that they
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
need more help in their dairy
business. Since good help is
MAY 20 - 21 - 22
hard to obtain on a dairy farm,
DOUBLE FEATURE
I feel that I have greater obliStarts At Desk
gations there. Therefore, these
obligations have lead me to
Wild
Riders
submit this resignation.
— AND —
Respectfully yours,
Larry Shanks
Helices
Mason, a native of Louisville,
- Monday
Sunday
is also a graduate of UTM. Fulton High was his first teachMAY 23 - 24
ing position, and although his
DOUBLE FEATURE
basketball team had a losing
Starts At Dusk
season, he began a rebuilding
program and "did an excellent
I
Walk
The Line
job as a first year man," ac— AND —
cording to Thomas.
Bushart, a native of Fulton,
Liberation Of
has taught in the high school
B. Jones
L.
from
degree
his
since receiving
Murray State University three
Starts Tues., May 25
27
years ago. He has been assisfootball and basketball
tant
Funny Girl
coach each year. His wife,
— AND —
South
Nelda, teaches in the

Coleman.
Crisco Award for outstanding Home Economics student:
shared by Penny Winston, Edle
Maynard, and Deborah Hodges.
Elks Award: shared by David
Puckett and Rodney Cummings.
Miss South Fulton and Miss
Tennessee RECC: Jackie 1101lie.
Mr. and Miss South Fulton
High School: Gary Jetton and
Nancy Bagwell.
Eagle Scouts: Stephen Walker, Stan
Hurt, and David
Puckett.
perfect attenThree-year
dance; Mike Halley.
All - Conference football:
Rodney Cummings, honorable
mention: Pat Hendrix andJerry
Oliver.
All-District basketball: Julie
McKendree, Judy Powell, and
Nancy Bagwell.
Judy Powell, Eche Maynard,
Julie McKendree, and Denise
Coleman received gifts from
serving
principal Yates for
as office girls in the past year.

Fulton County May 23 to be voted on in the Primary Election
May 25, 1971.

DEE LANGFORD
COUNTY COURT CLERK

on

:•11
":4

1
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Let's Be-Elect

UTM Fine Arts Festival
Opens Friday Night At8

State Senator

CARROLL
HUBBARD
OPERA PRODUCTION-- Franco Cevallos of
South Fulton (second from left), a freshman
majoring in music at the University of Tennessee at Martin, will be featured in the cast of
the opera production of "Four Fables" to be
s presentwilriday and-fkaliewsissy las part of the

Senator Hubbard is shown here with his wife, Joyce, and daughter, Kelly Lynn..
visiting with his supporters at Cayce, Ky.

To the Citizens of Fulton County:
I would like to thank you for the courtesies and consideration shown by you to me during the present. campaign.
A big "thank you" from me to the many of you who have
been working diligently in my behalf.
I believe you realize that I have run my campaign on my
record, accomplishments and efforts as your State Senator
during the past three and one-half years.
The old style of politics — incorrect accusations begging
a reply, :nnuendoes, running down your opponent, mudslinging, etc. — has no appeal to most voters nowadays.I am
confident you will prove this to be true in Fulton County on
next Tuesday.
If re-elected next Tuesday,I pledge to you my continued
efforts for more progress in our area of West Kentucky and
will continue my devotion to the task of vigorously representing this First Senatorial District in efforts to make state government in Kentucky more responsive to the needs of each of
you.
I sincerely ask you for your vote of confidence next Tuesday,May 2-5.

Fine Arts Festival dedicating the new VA
million Fine Arts Building on the UTM campus.
1Aith Mr Cevallos are (from left) Tona Dennis
of Dyersburg. Evelyn Dick of Paducah, and
Dorris Hagler of Paris.

The premiere performance of
"Fables (Four Very Short
Operas)," especially commissioned and composed by Ned
Rorem for the Fine Arts Festival
at the University of Tennessee at
Martin will be presented'Friday
and Saturday in the Performing
Arts Theatre of the Fine Arts
Building with curtain time at 8
p.m.
The festival M a year-long
series of cultural events in
dedication of the new $2.1 million
Fine Arts Building. Formal
dedication ceremonies are
scheduled for May 78.
Under the' direction of Miss
Marilyn Jewett, UTM assistant
professor sif music, the opera is
taken from "The Fables of La
Fontaine" as translated by poet
Marianne Moore.
NED RORER!
The fables are titled "The Lion
in Love," "The Sun and the recognized as one of the world's
Frogs," "The Fox and the best living writers of art songs.
Grapes," and "The Animals Sick The opera is open to the public
of the Plague." The program will fue of charge.
include "Four Dialogues- by
Rorem and "There and Back- by
surroNs FOR SALE
Paul Hindemith.
Banana Festival buttons are
Similar works by Rorem being sold by twin-city high
prompted the New York World school students. South Fulton
Telegram to say of his operas, co-chairmen are Leigh Jeffrey
"One more sign that American and Jane Green; for
Fulton,
opera is going places."
Nancy McCoy and Marvin
Mr
Rorem is generally Green,

taxes and you
/ these people
are expensive
NEA KEA BTC
"NEA
A

.mod ditw anal,

1Nationa1 Education Association)

1Kentucky Education Association)

The KEA spending program calls for FOUR SIX PERCENT
SALARY INCREASES,one retroactive to 1971-1972 and one
each of the next three fiscal years.

$392,000,000.00
MORE SPENDING
The NEA leadership, which supports Bert T. Combs,
proposes that Kentucky's Legislature provide
NEW MONEY from the following NEW TAXES:

Remove present ceiling on property taxes.
Appointing your county tax commissioner,
rather than have him elected by the people.
Passing a 5% severance tax on coal, gas and oil.
Passing a 6 cents tax on each package of cigarettes.
Increasing the cost of your Kentucky Income Tax,
by eliminating the Federal tax deduction.

Bert Combs, the TAXMAN, says
"I think the average Kentuckian is`willing' to pay."

There's really only one choice for Governor. It's
Funds for this advertisement contributed to the candidate by
friends in Fulton County.
— Paid for by Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Kentucky,
Treasurer.
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Bert T. Combs has endorsed the 1972 KEA legislative
proposals. He said the proposals sound "modest."

Respectfully,
CARROLL HUBBARD, JR.
First District Stale Senator
Mayfield, Kentucky
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DEATHS
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Val& Bailey Miss Ruby Giffin
Mrs. Veldt Bailey, the wife
of tills Bailey, died Saturday,
May 8 in Warren, Michigan.
Survivors include her husband; a daughter, Mrs.Frances
Lewis of Fulton, and a sister,
Mrs. Albert Laws of Palmersvilla.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, May 12 at Murphy
Funeral Home in Martin, with
Interment in Pisgah Cemetery.

•GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. HIMinan Weelbreek
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Homecoming Day at Good
Springs is Sunday, May 23. The
services for the day begin at
945 with Sunday School, and
church service at 11, with Rev.
Oren Stover, pastor, bringing
the message. A basket lunch
will be spread at the noon hour
and singing will be enjoyed in
the afternoon. The Family Five
of Dresden are the featured
singers, but all special singers
are invited, as well as leaders,
singers and listeners. In fact
Good Springs hopes all
her
friends are planning to spend
at least part of the day there.
Mr,
and
Mrs. Maynard
Weidenback and children have
returned to their home in San
Diego, California.
Mrs. Lou Crews has been
moved from Mayfield Hospital
to a nursing home there.
J. B. Dublin and daughter of
Texas and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover were guests of
Mrs. Eunice Garrison, and Mrs.
Lilly Hodge recently. Other visitors on Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Barnes of Water
Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
Vincent and G. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Braun,
Sedalia were visiting with Mrs.
Grace Armstrong Sunday and
all attended the singing and
homecoming
at Bethlehem
Methodist Church, Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
returned to their work in Detroit last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin DeFreece and Terry visited Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Bell in Memphis
Monday.
Dukedom Homemakers will
have an all day meeting at the
home of Mrs. Randall Brown
May 26 beginning at 10 a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Berl Boyd of
Louisville visited with his family in Murray and Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley
Joined them for lunch at their
motel and made the round of
visits with them.
Mr. and Mrs.Carlos attach,
Marilyn and Carolyn of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Ransbottom and children of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Davis
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Cole. Mrs. Cole is not as
well as she has been.

-LATHAM
by Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Miss Ruby Kathleen Giffin
of the Harris community died
Sunday night, May 16 in the
Fulton Hospital, after an extended illness. She was 71.
A member of the Harris
United Methodist Church, Miss
Giffin worked as a nurse for
many years at Jones Hospital.
Later she was employed at the
John Clique Upholstery Shop
in Union City.
She was born in Obion County on December 2, 1899, the
daughter of the late William
E. Giffin and Ida Lou Hester
Giffin. A brother, Hoyt Giffin,
preceded her In death in 1959.
She is survived by a sister,
Miss Lola Blanche Giffin; a
half brother, T. C. Hackett
of Harris Station; and two
nephews, Glynn Giffin of the
Fulton Highway and Thomas L.
Hackett of Union City, Route 3.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, May 18 at the Hornbeak
Funeral Chapel, with
interment
in Shady Grove
Cemetery.

Saturday Is
Auxiliary's
Poppy Day
Poppy Day will be observed
Saturday, May 22 by all individuals who wear red crepe
paper poppies offered by the
American Legion Auxiliary.
The poppies have become a
symbol of rememberance, helpfulness, and service to the veterans of America's wars, since
they were identified with soldier's graves in France and
Belgium after World War I.
The poppies are made by
patients in veterans hospitals.
Contributions made to the Auxiliary members who distribute
the poppies will be used to
benefit disabled veterans.
ATTENDING FUNERAL
Walter Voelpel attended the
funeral of his sister-in-law,
Mrs. Henry Voelpel of St.
Louis, last week.

South Fulton Pledges Funds
For Christmas Decorations
The Twin Cities Christmas
Decoration Fund received its
largest single donation Friday,
May 14 when the city of South
Fulton pledged a total of $2,240. The donation will buy decorations for twenty poles.
The city decided to make the
pledge, on condition that enough
donations are received from
individuals and businesses to
buy decorations for twenty additional poles In South Fulton.
In a letter to Guy Upton, chairman of the Christmas Decoration Committee, city manager
Mike Blake said that when the
private contributions reach that
total, the city will forward its
donation.
The Retail Merchants Association organized the drive for
Christmas decorations early
this year. Eighty pole decorations will be ordered for a
total cost of $8,960. To date
$4,104 has been received.

The decorations will be a
double gothic window with a
candle in the center. They will
Soil Stewardship Week, a
be alternately red and green, nationwide observance which
and will be lighted at night. places emphasis on man's obligation to God as stewards of
the soil, water, and other related resources, is being observed throughout Kentucky,
according
to
Fulton Insurance Agency, May 16-23,
Inc., was honored on May 4 Charles E. Wright, chairman,
for representing the Aetna In- Fulton County Soil and Water
surance Company since 1946. Conservation District.
"The World and They That
A 25-year plaque was presentthe theme of
ed to Harry Reams and George Dwell Therein,"
this year's observance, underBrock by Thomas Sommerscores the responsibility which
ville, senior marketing repreeach citizen has in fulfilling
sentative of Aetna.
his or her role as caretaker of
The firm agency was founded the realm. The 121 Soil and
by W. S. Atkins in 1945, and Water Conservation Districts
has been at its Main Street lo- In Kentucky and some 3,000
cation since HOG. Reams has companion Districts throughout
been
associated
with
the the nation along with their state
agency since 1961 and Brock and national associations are
since 1968, when the agency sponsoring .the event for the
was incorporated.
17th consecutive year.

Fulton Insurance
Marks Milestone

Never in history has the conservation of soil and water been
more important than right now.
With sudden realization of our
environmental problems, we
need every acre of soil and drop
of water if we are to cope with
today's and tomorrow's resource problems. Show your
concern by supporting the Fulton County Soil and Water Conservation District in the observance of Stewardship Week.

County Supervisor
Kenneth M. Heath was named
Monday, May 17 as county Supervisor for Farmers Home
Administration to replace Raymond E. Hogue, who has been
named to that position in Mayfield. Heath will serve Carlisle,
Fulton and Hickman Counties.
Heath has been with the
Farmers Home Administration
for several years and is a
native of Graves County,

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons

*

W. D. Powers
Fulton

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Phone 172-1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
A very fine Monday morning
encourages everyone to begin
a very busy week, especially
as all farm work was almost
at a standstill due to the extensive rainfall last week.
and
Mrs. Bobby Joe
Brundige and Kimberly from
Nashville visited his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
last week. Bobby Joe left Nashville last Saturday for New
Orleans. Louisiana where he
has been employed by Danner
Foods of New Orleans as Division Director. He had formerly been employed as area supervisor of an area in middle Tennessee. The family will move to
New Orleans as soon as the
school closes.
Mrs. Larry Bewley and
daughter from
Chicago are
visiting her parents Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brtmdige from Nashville and Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Hendershot and
children from Jackson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Buren Smith visited
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
have returned after spending
last week with their son Norman in Knoxville. They also
made a trip to the Smoides
which are especially beautiful
ge-tirtmeasomrduriggrthe week.
Sevieral ladieli of ilie Ladies
Bible Class at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ honored Miss
Kathy
Edwards bride-elect
of David Hazelwood with a gift
tea in the home of Mrs. John
Colley, last Sunday afternoon,
Miss Edwards expressed her
appreciation to each of the
hostesses with a lovely gift.
Miss
Edwards
has been
employed to teach a second
grade in Clinton where she has
been doing her student teaching during the past quarter from
Murray College from where
both she and David will graduate in June.
Congratulations are extended
to all those who are graduating
from both the high schools and
colleges. This is indeed an
accomplishment that will be
of immense value during their
life time.

Mr. and Mrs. Auzie Leggins,
who have been patients at the
Weakley County Hospital for
several weeks returned home
Friday, slightly improved.
Mrs. Clifford Westbrooks is
nursing a broken shoulder,
which she sustained several
days ago and was hospitalized
in Jackson-Madison
County
Hospital a week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
and children of Georgia spent
the weekend with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
The Mrs. Charles Houser
Thomas and Mr.and Mrs.Hearn
Memorial Fund has been estabnear Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith lished at Freed-Hardeman Colhave purchased a home in Union lege, according to Dr. E. Claude
City and will be moving soon Gardner. F-HC President. Contributions to the fund will be
to be near their work.
Sympathy is extended to the utilized in the Bible Teaching
at the Henderson,
family of D. Copeland who Program
passed away Friday at a Mem- Tennessee junior college.
Doris Beasley Houser died
phis hospital. He was a former
merchant of Latham. Funeral In °Mon County General Hosservices were conducted at New pital February 23, 1971. She
Hope Baptist Church on Sunday was the wife of Charles Houser,
at 2, with Rev. Gerald Stow minister of the Central Church
and Rev. Bobby Copeland of- of Christ, Fulton.
ficiating, with burial in the
church cemetery. Anderson
Funeral Home was in charge
of all arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Btmtin
A total of $1,250 was raised
and Mrs. Zelan Brom from
Reno, Oklahoma visited Mr.and by the St. Paul's-Trinity auction
Mrs. Orven Morrison and Mr. Saturday, May 15 at Trinity
and Mrs. -Chess Morrison last vicarage, according to auction
chairman George Casparlan.
Thursday.
He called the auction a sucT. B. Cummings is uncess in meeting its goals of
improved.
Bonnie Cummings is im- raising money for the West
Kentucky Ministerial Associproving slowly.
ation and -bringing together
members of St. Paul's and
Trinity for a good finis.,
Casparian also thanked the
auctioneers, Col. Charles Burrow and assistant Ray Alford.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

Memorial Fund To
Honor Mrs. Houser

Trinity Auction Is
Termed Successful

- Dr.Sowell
WillSpeak
At Mt.Zion

P-7 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, May 20, 1971

Stewardship
Week Honors
Conservation

CARD OF THANKS
would like to express our
We
will
be
Sowell
Dr. 0. James
sincere thanks for every act of
guest speaker at Mt. Zion Unikindness
shown to us during the
ted liethodiat Church on Sunloved one.
day, May 1111 at the 11:00 ser- death of our dear
vices for its annual Homecom- Thanks for the food and visits
made to the home. Thanks to
ing and Decoration Day.
Dr. Sowell is well-known In Brother McMinn for the comFulton County. He is the son forting words and thanks to the
of the late Mr. and Mrs. R. C organist and chair for the
Sowell and cousin of Miss Alice music and singing. A speciM
Sowell, W. B, Sowell of Route thanks to Hornbeck Funeral
4, T. C. Sowell of Union City Home for their excellent serand Robert Sowell of Arlington, vice rendered. May God bless
Virginia.
each of you.
He la the former pastor of the
The family of
Church of
First Christian
Mrs. George S. Elliott
Fulton•

(Church Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

According to a Kentucky History published in 1885, in the re-

"For years the Christian Church existed, but the property be-

oorcis of Fulton County, the following excerpt, "The first church

:me involved in debt during the Civil War and for a time was

edifice was erected about 1840, a frame 'building 20 x 40, used for
purposes also." it stood on the ground owned by C. I...

suspended or inactive, meeting only on the first day of the week"
— excerpt from history.

Randle (now the property of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Vorhees). The
present site of the Christian Church was bought in an exchange of

of the week were held in the court room of the court house. All

property. The site of the present Hickman or Fulton County Elementary School was owned by the trustees of the Christian Church,

records of births, deaths and the histories were destroyed in the
fire.

and the present location of the Christian Church was owned by the
Lutherans, who also used the building as a school.
Records of the Fulton County Court Clerk's office show: Ex-

In 1918 the present church building was erected, and dedicated
on July 8, 1918. The minister is Rev. J. W. Walizer.
Sunday services - Bible School
9:45 A. M.
Morning Worship
10:4.5 A. ?d.

school

change of property, DB-15, pages 194-195, July 7, 1888, James H.

The old church burned in 1914 and meetings on the first day

Evening Worship

Saunders, Elder, S. W. Lauderdale, Deacon, S. W. Powell, Deacon,
Trustees, Christian Church.

7:30 P. M.
7:30 P. M.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting

REV. JIM WALIZER
Pastor

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
MI Can Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1411

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Me. at Reed
472-9060

The Citizen's Benk
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2344455

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.
At the Store—er at your dose
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inn,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

305 Main Street

472-1342

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC49492
Clinton, Ky.

663-11771

JUDGE(Continued from page one)
began arguing with him about
some 60 acres of land which
Morrow had under cultivation.
Earlier in the trial, George's
Bob Ross, the son of Mr. Son, Doyle Wayne George, said
and Mrs. Russell Ross, has that his father had rented the
been awarded a $100 scholar- land for 21 years, but that Morship to attend the University row had recently rented the land
of Tennessee at Martin.
from the out-of-state owner.
Ross, a member of
the The son said that there was ill
le71 South Fulton graduating feeling between the two men as
class, plans to study business a result of Morrow's securing
administration. The award was the right to farm the land.
presented by Mr. and Mrs.
Called by Reed as a witness,
Thomas Dowell of the Country Mrs. Doyle George said that
Kitchen Restaurant.
she knew there was iii feeling
Ross was treasurer of the between the two men as the reStudent Council, photographer sult of a land dispute.
for the 19'71 annual, and
Morrow
said that
when
a
junior and senior honor stu- George visited him August 11,
George said that Morrow would
dent.
never work the land. Morrow
said that he saw the outline
of a pistol in George's trousers
pocket and that he was afraid
"that he might try to do somePutted'
kWh
Broadway,
III
thing to me."
On the day of the shooting,
Phase 479-1116ti
Morrow said, he went to Tip--Armstrone Inlaid Lktobuns tonville to exchange a .25 pistol for a .22 revolver, which
-Vinyl end Vie
he said he used to kill George.
---Diewm and McGiseiCarpeting
Shortly before the shooting,
Morrow said, he was driving
_upkgssgring. Modern and
his truck and was waved to a
Antique
stop by George, who was corn-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
ing toward him in a car. Mors.... row said George got out of his

Voice Recital
Presented By
Barry Adams

Ross Awarded
Scholarship

S. P. )10015;6 CO

PAIN
SUE
CRYLIC LATE
HOUSE PAINT

Jiro ,
Martin g
t o sti it 110
I own( 1.4
Wier., to

polinS

Barry T. Adams, director
of music at the First United
Methodist Church, presented a
voice recital in the church Sunday afternoon, May 16. He was
his wife,
by
accompanied
Norma, the church organist.
The recital is a requirement for Adams' degree of
Bachelor of Music Education
from Murray State University,
where Mrs. Adams is a graduate musician.
The music included works
both sacred and secular works
by classical composers Handel
and Schubert, and modern composers Vaughan Williams and
Amy Woodforde-Finden.
Lawrence Clark, an instructor at Murray, was a special
guest of the Adamses for the
recital.
Following the program, the
couple was honored at a reception in the fellowship hall. Mrs.
Nelson Tripp, Mrs. Leland Adams, and Miss Geri Trippwere
the hostesses.

FIFTY MORE FEET added to the north side of Fulton's ASP store will bring the store
an additional width indicated by the dotted lines. Work was started lust this week, and
to date only footIngs have been poured. Completion date is targeted for August.

(Continued from Page One)
ing; Joe Dan McClain, cold
checking (two counts); Freddie
Johnson and Keith Henderson,
petit larceny; Gary Laster and
Douglas Nickell, possession of
cannabis satvia (marijuana);
James Robert Lyles, carrying
a concealed deadly weapon; and
R. C. Williams, Sam Williams,
and Henry Dean Minor, storehouse breaking.
Members of the grand Jury
were B. Bailey (foreman), A.
B. Thacker, L. A. Perry, Linda
McDade, J, A, Whipple, Virgil
Martha Bennett,
Darnell,
Evelyn Burcham, Jodie Morrow, Guide Jewell, Betty Jean
Bard, and S. J. Basham.
The jail report, prepared by
Miss Jewell, specifically mentioned "dirty mattresses and
bath facilities" in the jail, and
recommended that application
be made for funds through the
Kentucky Crime Commission
for construction of new bathroom facilities and for new
mattress covers.
The report noted that bath-

room facilities at the Jail are
in the open, and recommended
that three private facilities be
built: one on the second floor
for white male inmates, and
one each on the first floor los
women and Juveniles, and for
Negro male inmates.
PATIENT IMPROVING
Mrs. Ralph Winstead was reponted improving at Menvphis
Methodist Hospital. She was
moved out of intensive care
over the weekend and is now In
Thr,mas Wing. Room 803.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance

mats
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

timated completion date
is
CONSTRUCTIONAugust 1971.
(Continued from page one)
Itght
URBAN
RENEWAL PROpletion is expected late this GRAM:
Although
physical
car with the chain and "said
year.
groundwork planned on this $2
he was going to give me a
HADLEY ADHESIVE PLANT million dollar program has
little of this....meantng
the
AND SITE: This building, lo- not yet begun, a lot is expected
chain."
cated on seven acres of land to be accomplished even before
till 111,' fun
Morrow said he grabbed his
West Fulton just north of 1972, The News was advised
in
gun from the glove compartArea residents are reminded the Fulton Ice Company and Wednesday. Principal work in
ment and, as George swung at
that the U. S. Army Corps of alongside the Illinois Central the area during 1971 will be
him, he began shooting.
Sheriff Nelson D. Hill, Reed's Engineers will hold a public New Yards, will contain ap- In the Vine Street area and
Directly on the ocean
New Color I.V. &Phones
final witness, said he thought meeting Tuesday night, May proximately 45,000 square feet Other streets of the area east
in all rooms
Private Beach
George had been shot in the 25, to discuss improvements of floor space. Work has just of the Illinois Central tracks. Swimming
Pool
Beautiful motel rooms
In this area, and before the
front seat of his car. He said to Harris Fork Creek. The begun.
and fully equipped
Air-Conditioned, heated
A/4P ADDITION: Work began end of 1971, grading, street
he found blood on the seats, meeting will begin at 7:30 In
efficiencies with two
Coffee Shop
this week on an addition to relocation,
curbs, gutters,
floorboard, steering wheel, and South Fulton auditorium.
new double beds
The purpose of the meet- Fulton's A&P store which will sidewalks will be built, also
Cocktail lounge
windshield. Also found in the
CREDIT CARDS HONORED'
Self Service Laundromat
car were a partial denture be- ing is to present results of a add approximately 5,000 square from 13 to 15 new houses built
accommodate
disDiner's Club
longing to George, and a .22 study to determine flood con- feet of floor space to the store back to
Free-Self parking at your
American Express
new
door
bullet which had apparently gone trol and related needs of per- and make it one-third larger. placed residents; also
sons
who
will
have
completed,
Carte
the
store
Blanche
When
experienced
water,
gas,
sewer,
and electhrough
George's
neck and
Pool Table
Master Charge
of have about 15,000 square feet trical lines.
lodged in the car seat, the damage for the flooding
Shuffleboard
Bank-Americard
Harris Fork Creek. The study of floor space.
sheriff said.
Free golf next block
Gizzard stones from dinoChargex
The addition will extend the
When Reed questioned Mor- recommends constructing consaurs stomachs, called gastrolcrete
channels
for
the
toward
creek.
Fourth
store
50
feet
24-HOUR SWITCHSOARD SERVICE
row, it was determined that
Anyone interested in attend- Street, and will cost around Iths, are found in fossil beds In
George could have fallen back
into his car as Morrow con- ing, either individually or as a $50,000, The News learned. Es- northwest Colorado.
representative of a business
tinued firing.
Morrow turned himself into or organization, is invited.
authorities at the county jail
Resort Motel
after the
shooting. Lacey
• Conveniently Located—
Crocker, deputy jailer, said
_
Just minutes to all day or
Morrow entered the Jail and
night
activities—Directly
on
The following people were
said twice that he had killed a
the ocean
patients in Fulton's hospitals
man.
Write or Call for Brochures
Deputy Sheriff Ken }Umbel, Wednesday, May 19.
and rate Charts
HILL VIEW
who was a city policeman when
0.1. Clark-Owner-Manager
Russelene Baker, Martin;
the shooting occurred, saidhe
Phone-305-947-2613
found the murder weapon, with Swayne Cole, Oakton; Charles
18901 COLLINS AVENUE MIAMI BEACH
six empty shells, under the seat Roberts, Crutchfield;
Danny
of George's car, where Morrow Cathey, Water Valley; Hershel
said it would be. Earlier, Mor- Bailey, Cynthia Brame, Weigo,
row said he did not know how J. D. Campbell, RichardGreen,
the gun came to be under the Clinton; Charles Harrison, Jr.,
seat. Kimbel said the gun was Fred Lucy, Hickman;
Dorothy
Douglas,
wrapped in a wash cloth.
Viola
On Friday morning, Grace Strong, South Fulton;
Mike
called two defense witnesses, Mitchell, David Bayer, Mildred
Zora
Billy Joe Powell and Hickman Lewis,
Parks, Rita
Police Chief Marion Graves. Adams, Anna Williamson, Cecil
Powell said he visited Morrow Wilkins, Fulton.
at the jail, and that Morrow told
him George had attacked him
FULTON
with a chain.
J. T. Humbers, Leeland, IlGraves said that on the day linois, Hester Arant, Martin,
of the shooting Morrow told him Terry Powell, Crutchfield; Buat the jail that George had tried ford Walker, Clinton, Effie Wilto hit him with a chain, and that liams, Christine McMorris
Morrow said,"I couldn't let him Water Valley, Wayne Bravmer,
whip me with that chain."
Everett
Eskew,
Hickman,
When asked by Reed why he Jeffery Creason, Leon Grishad not told the store...ether, som, W. W. Humpheries, Wingo;
Graves replied, "I didn't think Myrtle Farmer, Mrs. Dow Gilliam, Dukedom.
it was that important."
Ethel Barnes, Robert Doris,
Reed then called Crocker,
who said that he had not heard Mrs. Ellis Heathcock, A. T
that statement, "and I was with Johnson, Jennie Martin, Grace
Morrow from the time he gave Powell, Manus Williams, South
Wales
himself up at the jail until Fulton;
Austin, G.
he was locked up," Crocker B. Butterworth, Mrs. 011ie
Chambers,
added.
Mrs.
Henn I e
Grace then called Graves, Colley, Billy
Gilbert, Ruth
who repeated the story and said Greer, Mary Henson, Cozette
that Morrow "was in the office Hill, Eleanor Pine,
Sarah
with his head between his hands. Powell, John Smith, Maureen
Thomas, Reeds
Travillian,
Sire.;
Fulton.

h ;it
MIAMI BEACH

Harris Creek
Meeting Set
For Tuesday

Ifkivering. Palms

HOSPITAL NEWS

ON
EVERY GALLO%

GALLO

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-Coat Covers any color
-Whitest Outside Paint you can bu
• Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
• Clean up with soap &water
SATISFPOTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

S. P. MOORE & COMPANY

14e S. Broadway

GRAND JURY—

at a price you can enjoy'

SAVE
$351

MTC.SUGGESTED PRICE $8.49

SALES
RICE

P-8 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, May 20, 1971

Senna Takao, Tenn.

T

Amy
/

Former
'1-

Pinto gives you a lot of little
for $1919.* Maverick's a step up
In size, but only a small step
up in price. Shop 'em both!
Pinto comes with buckets, 4-speed stick,
rack-and-pinion steering, all standard. Fastselling Maverick has the lowest-priced V-8
today. A new 4-door family version, too. Both
"alike." save you money on gas, oil, repairs.

Certified by
Court of

Teacher

Appeals

— Active In: —

Judge

Baptist Church
Order of

Endorsed by
AFL-CIO

Eastern Star

COPE

BPW

United

Federated

Transportation
Union

She's Qualified — She's Effective — She's A Winner
Democratic Primary May 25th
Paid for by Committee for Frances AIM. Mills

wit•

=

CLERK COURT OF APPEALS

Woman Club

33160

SAVE NUKES.

VOTE
FRANCES JONES MILLS,
Legislator and

RA

W. H. Janes, Trim.

A vote for Lyman V. Ginger
for State Superintendent of
Public Instruction in the Democratic primary on May 23 is •
vote for educational leadership
as demonstrated through successful teaching, administration
and service.
He is recognized for his leadership at local, state and national levels. He was Instrumental in developing the Minimum Foundation Program. Ho
was chairman of a committee
which studied Kentucky schools
and made recommendations for
their improvement.
Me is completely committed
and dedicated to the improvement of the elementary and
secondary schools of Kentucky,
A vote for Lyman V. Ginger
is a vote for Kentucky's children.
Paid for by: Lyman V. Gin.
per
Campaign
Committee.
Richard M. VanHoosc, flea—
hirer.

YOUR FORD TEAM'S
ECONOMYCOUSINS
Nobody beatsthe Ford Team

.4

ORD
ite•,116

ecineated retail poce WhIs0 sid•walls 1129, accent option $00, dealer
preparation charges. if any. transportation charges. stab, and local twee not included.

Alm

VARDEN FORD SALES
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 472-1621

1971

all are
mended
Ries be
d floor
is, and
oor for
and for

Some 871,000 automobiles were
I888 lad year with an unne
COvered kiss of about 140 00,14
lion dollars.

SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug

Mi

Tal.

VAS reemphis
Le WEN
e care
now in
0.

ALBERTO Yo-5
Hair Spray, 17-ox.
Rog. & hard to hold
Reg. $2.35

$1.69
Gillette

don

mermerele

beg smi.

I

FOAMY
6111-ox; Reg, 89c

South Fulton
Youth Honored
Thirteen Southeast student
scientists, including one from
Obion County, have been honored
for their exhibits in the International Science and Engineering
Fair at Kansas City, Mo.
The local student is Johnnie
Ray Roberts, 11, of South Fulton,
Who won a fourth place award of
$25.
He and the other winners were
among 307 finalists honored at a
Friday night bjinquet.
Awards were made in
behavorlal and social sciences,
biochemistry, ootony, chemistry,
earth and space science,
engineering, mathematics and
computers, medicine and health,
microbiology, physics and
toologv.

Many In Survey Say
TV Fills Leisure

59c
Gillette

EIGHT GUARD
7-oz. Sive
Reg. $1.59

$1.09
PROTEIN 21

BONN-According to a recent
survey, 28.2 per cent of Germans questioned do nothing but
watch television in their leisure
hours. Another survey found
that people are retiring an hoot*
later than formerly because of
Tv.

PAINT
Shampoo, 14-ox.
for oily, dry and normal
SALE
hair - Reg. $2.49
I Dutcher-Williams
$1.79
Professional outsidE
Spuntex Reg, 85.95
White House Paint
Support Hose
Lycra a Nylon
In reuseable 2 gal
Seamless Dress Sheer
$2.98
2 gal. Buckets
For $5.99

Alka Seltzer

SECOND
With
The American
Red Cross.

(July 5.23) taught byt Professoi
Cherry.
.,AED 682, Determining Course
Content in Vocational Agriculture (June 15-July 2), taught by
Prof. Eldon Heathcott; AED
633, Instructional Materials in
Agricultural Education (July 523), aao taught by Professor
Heathcott, and AED SS, Modem Problems in Aviculture'
Education II, taught by, Dr.
Lloyd Jacks.
The other three courses will
be taught during the regular
summer term. The courses and
the instructors are:
AGR, Introduction to Statistical Methods, Dr. James Martin; AGR 600, Research in Agriculture, Professor Barton,
and AED 880, Research in Agricultural Education, Dr. (Joy.
Jacks.

RINSE AWAY
14-oz. Size
Req. $2.00

$1.39
uwa
ANS DRUG CO.
Fulton

OUR VERY BEST
OUTSIDE LATEX
White House Paint
compare at
$9.50 gal.
$4.99Gal.
Railroad Salvage
Fallon, /51.

lake fit

(June 15-July 2), also taught by
Professor Tackett.
AGR 573, Agrieulture Processing (June 15-July 2), taught by
Prof. William Cherry: AGR 649.

More than 1,800 students, the
largest enrollment in the history
of the summer program at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin, are expected to enroll for

WILMETTE, Ill. - A swimming aid contoured on its upper'
side to engage the swimmer in
a manner that allows freedomof motion of arms and legs wasi
patented recently by A. J. Vaal!atom of Wilmette. The device.
provides buoyancy in direct- relationship to the weight distribution of those parts of the body
which it supports.

Ray's
Call Vs
479-9082

the 10-week summer quarter,
according to Henry C. Allison,
UTM dean of admissions.
First term classes will meet
from June 17 to July 20 and
second term classes will meet
from July 21 to Aug. 23. New
students, both incoming freshmen and transfers, are asked to
attend a one-day orientation and
preregistration program on
Wednesday. June 16.

"The summer quarter is the
ideal time for the incoming freshman to begin his college
education and to make the
transition from high school to
college," commented Dean
Allison. "Since the classes are
smaller during the summer
quarter, and there are fewer
extracurricular activities, the
incoming student will have more
time to devote to academics"

NOW! TODAY!

PICK YOUR OWN

$TRAWBERRIES
25c Per Quart Plus Ky. Sales Tax
Bring Your Own Containers!

New Swimming Aid
Has Contoured Top

Reg. $1.19 Size

9k

U TM Expects
New Record
For Summer

12 Graduate Level Courses
Offered By MSU Department
MURRAY, Ky.-Twelve graduate level courses will be offered in the Department of Agriculture at Murray State University this summer, according
to E. B. Howton, the departmental chairman.
Registration for the courses
will take place Monday, June
14, and classes will begin the
following day.
Fees for Kentucky part-time
dents, those scheduling less
than six semester hours of graduate work, will be $14 per credit
h o u r. For full-time graduate
students, those taking six or
more credit hours, the fee will
be 975, be said.
All three-hour courses, the
graduate- offerings this summer
will be;
AGR 537, Introduction to Statistical Methods; AGR 549,
Weeds and Their Control.
Of the graduate offerings,
nine are special three-week-long
workshops. These are:
AGR 549, Weeds and Their
Control (July 5-23), to be taught
by Dr. Durwood Beatty; AGR
563, Arboriculture (July 5-23),
taught by Prof. Amos Tackett;
AGR 586, Advanced Greenhouse
Management and Production
Agrtostology (June 15-July 2),
taught Dy I/r. Beatty; AGR 670,
Advanced Farm Machinery

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, MAY 210971

FULTON. KENTUCKY

5 Acres of new and Improved Varieties.

DAVID WELLS

:$1
4:

AZ;

Located Two Miles Northeast of Fulton On U.S. Highway 45
Open Daily at 6: A. M.
Closed Al Dark
Closed Sundays

Take
Hose
Barbecue
SO

i

Lake Street, Fulton

RAY'S HAMBURG S 25c
Ray's Big Burgers e cc 45c
Sunday Open 5n. m. To 8:30 p. m. 479-9082

artAr

,

**
...0. - AIIEN'S SUMMER- Sillitit'
) so. Complete Assortment of Colors and $
Stripes- Sizes 141/2 to 17 and S-M-L
All At One Price--Permanent Pressed

99

SELECT YOUR
FALL NEEDS
DURING OUR ANNUAL

away and
Nerds the time to soled your blankets for fall. . . lay them
awaits
be paid for by the time you need them. A ,choic• collection
colors
your selection in regular and thermal weaves . . INN popular solid
and lovely prints. Sers them today . compare our low prices'

CHATHAM FIBERWOVEN BLANKETS
The Chatham "Avon"
12.90" FIBERWOIIEN

BLENDED BLANKET

BOYS

SPORT SHIRTS
SIZES 8 TO 16
PERMANENT PRESS
All Wanted Stripes

S 99
'T

.

$599

MEN'S SHORTS
SIZES 29 TO 38
PERMANENT PRESSED
Plain and Stripes

and
$2.99

A soft warm blanket blended of 50%
Purrey* polyester and 50% rayon . . .
FIBERWOVEN for more loft, greater
strength, less shrinkage and longer
. . FIBERFIXED for lasting beauty,
less shedding and pilling. Washable,
allergy free and moth-proof. Blue, green,
lilac, gold, pink, orange and white. 100%
nylon binding.

FIBERWOVEN

WOMENS

SLEVELESS BLOUSES
SIZES 32 TO 44
PERMANENT PRESSED
65% Polyester 35% Cotton

2., , ,
nn

100% NYLON STRETCH

$2.00

Chatham "Rose Elegant."
12190" FIBERWO YEN

and
$2.39

PRINTED BLANKET

t

Women s Jamaica
STRETCH.PLAIN COLORS

Beautiful floral print blanket blended of
50% Purrey* polyester and 50% rayon
. . FIBERWOVEN and FIBERFIXED for
greater service, satisfaction and en.
loyment. 100% nylon binding is guaranteed for the life of the blanket. Rose,
lilac and gold floral prints. Completely
washable.

'

SPORT DENIM
42 INCH WIDE
pEr
t lain:P
SR
tripas

_

HAND TOWELS
IF PERFECT VALUE
IrreguTla0r$B1.2159laVin yS
ollight
floral
al Ea.

4

6

std.

-Shoe Sizes 4 to 9
Fiats and Heels

P.N.H RSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mott. thru Thus,840 - 6: Frt.- Sat.- 8:30 - 8

50% Polyester-50% Rayon Blend
With SchiffIi Embroidered Nylon Binding
A warm blend of 50% Purrey* polyester and 50%
rayon bound with luxurious SchlffIl embroidered
nylon. Excellent for gifts. Fiberwoven for greater
warmth, more loft, greater strength, less shrinkage
and longer life. 72x90-Inch she for twin or double
beds. Good color choice. Completely washable.

PINK

BLUE

AMAZING THERMAL WEAVES
Warm in Winter ... cool in Summ•r
"AV01111111E"-Bloodod of Polyostor-Bayon-Cottos
40% Purrisy" polyester- 35% rayon- 25% cotton
with 1002 nylon binding guaranteed for life of
blanket. Choice of seven colors . . lilac, white,'$499
inch size
.
green, orange, gold, pink andblue.72x90
for twin or double beds. A Chatham blanket.

Close-,Out Of Women's Shoes

. . ,_ , VALUE TO $4.67 All Early Spring
-

$699

THE CHATHAM "ELEGANCE"

Chatham "Repose"
100% POLYESTER
THERMAL BLANKET

$100

$699

nmster charge
I

IX% Purrey• polyester thermal weave
In hot pink blue. antique gold, moss
green end while Fiber-fht pease assures lasting beauty. Nylon bound.

Chatham "Starw•ove"
1001, TEMPO* ACRYLIC
THERMAL BLANKET

$899
Notelry design gives this blanker a no.
otrylk with nylon
look 100;
binding. Het pink, gold. Wee moss green
and white. Washable. 7200 inches

$799

WHITE 1GREEN

GOLD

Special, "Lott-Tex"
SOLID COLOR BLANKET
• 50%Polyester
• 50XRayon
• Nylon Bound

$499

Nokollergenk and ntotheretd. Solid otriaSs Include
'
hot pink blue, ovatado, gold and woe 72.90".

Polyester-Rayon-Cotton

THERMAL BLANKET
• 40 Polyester $399
yonn
• 35Z
4aoho
25 c
•
Slight Irregulars by Chest...,. Nylon binding. Choke
el solid soles. 72,190 inch sin.

•

4

Fulton, Ky.
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BEFORE YOU VOTE ON MAY 25 ....

COMPARE THE CANDIDATES

50

Whorl

311
Engli

For The Democratic Nomination For Governor
And You'll Agree

BERT
COMBS
IS BY FAR THE BEST QUALIFIED!

ACTIVITY

BERT COMBS

EXPERIENCE
IN GOVERNMENT
AND BUSINESS

City Attorney, Prestonsburg; Commonwealth's Attorney; Judge, Kentucky Ccurt of Appeals; Governor of Kentucky, 1959-1963; Judge, United States Court cf Appeals,
1967-1970. Practicing attorney; state and federal judge; professor political science,
University of Massachusetts.

MILITARY
SERVICE

Enlisted as a private in the U.S. Army, 1942; attained rank of captain; served in
South Pacific on staff of General Douglas MacArthur; chief, War Crime Department's
Investigation Section, Philiaaines;'awarded Bronze Star, Philippine'Medcif of Merit.

Served stateside in U.S. Army 1944-46; served in Kentucky National Guard
1949-1957.
•,L
!!"' ""
011"
IT If,

EDUCATION

Graduate of Clay County High School at age 15; attended Cumberland College;
graduated from University of Kentucky College of Law, ranked second in his class.

High school graduate. Atterlded University of Kentucky one quarter.

CONSERVATION

Enacted most stringent strip mining laws in Kentucky's history; began Kentucky's
clean-up and beautification program; enacted law requiring the screening of junkyards from public view.

No legislation on strip mining offered while serving as presiding officer of the
Senate. Failed to enforce existing laws while acting as Governor.

FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE LAW

Favors full disclosure of financial position and all sources of income for all elected
officials.

Helped kill a finalial disclosure law in 1970 session of State legislature.

SEVERANCE TAX

Favors a severance tax on all minerals, including coal, oil and gas. Favors returning
a portion of the tax to counties where the mineral is produced.

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR
KENTUCKY

During first adminisfilation, 4,653 new classrooms built; improved teaching standards
and teachers' salariei; seven new vocational schools built; created first statewide educational television network in nation; improved educational facilities for the handicapped; sponsored Ifgislation to establish five additional community colleges; state
financial support of rducation increased by 84 per cent.

MENTAL HEALTH

Received Joseph P. Kennedy International Award for his contribution and accomplishments in the field of mental health.

PARKS AND
RECREATION

Created six new statik parks; developed a string of small man-made lakes; added
15,000 acres to state ecreational facilities.

CRIME CONTROL

Cleaned up organize/ crime, including narcotics peddling and prostitution, in Newport; cracked down on crime throughout the state.

TAXES

Only favors a severor!ce tax on minerals. Opposes increase of cigarette tax; opposes
raising property taxes; favors return of state taxes to local communities through revenue sharing.

Supports severance tax on coal, is opposed to severance tax on oil and gas.

HIGHWAYS AND
ACCESS ROADS

460 miles of interstate and parkway routes completed, 500 more miles planned under Combs' administration; gives highest priority now to access and farm-to-market
roads.

Vice Chairman of State Turnpike Authority. While Lt. Governor, and as.acting
Governor, permitted overweight trucks to destroy our highways.

HEALTH AND
WELFARE

Created nation's first Department of Child Welfare; increased state aid for the haridicapped, retarded, and tuberculosis victims; 72 new projects started or completed;
created 48 TB outpatient clinics.

Served as state co-chairman of March of Dimes.

PROGRAMS FOR
. THE ELDERLY

Favors real estate tax exemption for first $6,500 of assessment on owner-occupied
single residences for persons over 65; favors change in Social Security laws to assure
increased benefits for the elderly.

Helped kill -"pass through legislation" which would have afforded higher Social
Security payments to Kentuckians.

AGRICULTURE

Built $6 million Agricultural Research Center at University of Kentucky in Lexington.
Gave Kentucky farmers complete cooperation.
.41rs•

A.n .14

01
CHIEF

CHUM
HUNT'S

TOMIti

TI

HIS OPPONENT
Assistant to Governor Bert Combs; State Senator, present lieutenant Governor.
Proprietor of insurance agency.

Solids

au •

TEXSUN C

JUICE

Originally opposed any severance tax, now favors a severance tax on coal only.
Favors placing all tax yollecceci in state general fund.
4

TEXSUN

()RANG

BI
MIRACLE

DETEE
Turned deaf ear le Kentucky's school teachers during 1970 session.

PRIDE OF

MK

C(

BERT COMBS for GOVERNOR
MAN OF KENTUCKY ..... FOR KENTUCKY
JULIAN CARROLL FOR LT. GOVERNOR
Paid for by Fulton county Combs-Carroll Campaign Committee; Ray Williams, treasurer.
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KELLY'S
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20 PIECE SET
EKCO ETERNA STONEWARE

1910

FREE! Win This_
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,

T
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1 4
1 0€4,

Wheelbase,
3 HP

,
Comparstir• Valve

Now Only
1 .99
By Patronizing us

$28.95

.

-;,-•

le
..
itiy, - ""•••• '

COCKTAIL 4.
c

.t.,

Del Monte Fruit

4

•fii

3o3 $1

Pepsi - Coke -7-Up- Dr. Pepper

INKS

Register At Our Store

OIL

Chef Way
Cooking
With Coupon

FRyERs
CUT - UP

Lb. 35c

TRAY PACK

FRYERS

Lb. 31c

1 CHUCK RO
39t
BACON
4
R
o
l
s
TISSUE
330 PICNICS
Pet Milk
Picnics
OLEO
2can 35
'15
,
1190 A
CRACKERS
79
BRE ,
190 BACON
FRISKIES

CHUM SALMON

Tall Can

69c

DOG FOOD

I6-oz. Can

HUNT'S

HUNT'S

TOMATO SAUCE 8 4-oz. Cans _ _ $1.00

SNACK PACK

15c

Smoked Slab

4 4-oz. Cans _ _ _ 67c

to 12
lb. Avg.
Whole or

lb.

Half

-

Southern Belle
Or Elm Hill
Fully Cooked
6 to 8 lb. Avg.

Tall

lb.

•

lb.

•

.

:.

-lb., •

TEXSUN GRAPEFRUIT

46-oz. Can

ARMOUR SKINLESS

Carnation's
16 oz.

49c

46-oz. Can

49c

Coffeemate

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

j.

TEXSUN

ORANGE JUICE

SOUTHERN BELL

RAG

BOLOGNA

Whole or Half

Lb. 39c

D Miss Liberty

STRONG HEART

MIRACLE WHITE GIANT PKG.

PORK & BEANS

DOG FOOD

Giant Pkg. _ __ _ 79c
2 303 Cans _ _ _ 29c

3 16-oz. Cans

39c

.

BOUNTY

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

'..10UTIIIRN BELLE

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll

4Ic

HAM

5

S. Choice
First
Cut
lb.

FRESHITIFEir`

PORK STEAK

Lb. 59c

FRESH

PORKCUTLETS

Lb. 69c

lb.

— CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
LEGS Whole
WINGS
Fresh Chicken
LIVER Lb. 89c

Whole or Half

Small 3-Down Fresh
SPARE RIBS

Lb. 59c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 55c
Lb 49c
Lb. 29c

Fresh Chicken
GIZZARDS
Lb. 39c

5 to 7
lb. avg.
Shanks
Pork

490

lb.

CENTER SLICED

HAM

Sliced for Frying ____ Lb. 89c

COUNTRY STYLE

Lb. 39c

SAUSAGE

490,

lb.

Lb. 75c

country
BACON

Lb. 6k

Whole country
CURED SHOULDER

SEMI-BONELESS

5
_

._
,

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

15 oz.
Loaf

it-3 )

DETERGENT

A sTu.

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

,,
Southern Belle
Tender Smoked
5 to 7 Butt
lb. avg. Pork lb. -59 --i

i

Lynn
Saltine,. _.

JUICE

Lb. 25c

FAT BACK

Fresh Shoulder
6 to 8
lb. Avg.

Evaporated

29

Whole
LB.

10

Delta

Yellow ( LIMIT-4 )
Solids

Fon STAMPS

FRESH

24 oz.
Bottle

CHIEF

U. S. GOVERNMENT

NICE THICK

FRYERS

28 oz.
Bottles

WE REDEEM

Country Skillet
u. S. Inspected
Grade "A '!

4 - LEGGED

RUNS AND HANDLES LIKE A REAL CARI
28
&32_oz.

STORE HOURS
Monday Thru Thurvday 8:00 A. M. TO 8:00 P.
M.
Friday and Saturday 8:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 9:00 A. M. T1 ru 7:00 P. M.
Prices good from Wednesday thru the following Tuesday

LB. 6k

•

Lb.

79c

590
Hi
$1
CORNCream 5
BURGER „, ,
TUNA
Scot Towels.
Fruit Pies , 4tisk
39c
330
69
poT
A
ToEsi
tu.
e
d
s
.
w
a
.
..
h
.
„
10
,.
29
TEx
3
'
,
B
a
n
.
RC
P
mrin
idoeif pon

Fresh Ground
3 lbs. or more

303
Cans

lb.

Style Corn

.

Imallinim

spoui moo

-

Starkist

Paper
Jumbo
Roll
•
With Coupon Below

ChUnk

Style

61/2 oz.
Can

..

Pet Ritz

9°

Apple
Peach
Cherry

5 1

20 oz.

69c

II
MICK%
" •
"AN
ate;.
.e:44
.1
'‘itc.a, :
i010
it
-firm

43c

79c

59c

ricimi
e

ffr

75c

Present This Coupon To Liberty, Worth 10c on purchase of
any of these Mims.
Void After May 18, 1971

Shortening

With Coupon

Southern Belle Vienna
ALL VEGETABLE SHORTENING
SAUSAGE
4 4-oz. Cans ____ $1.00- CRISCO
3Lb. Can
KELLY'S

LIQUID DETERGENT

CHILI WITH BEANS 3 15 I/2-oz. $1.00

cmrroN

PEACHES

OsageFree stone

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
U.S. No. 1 Red
POTATOES

10 Lb. Bag 29c

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy products.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
old After May 26, 1,71 _

WHITE RUSSETT

8k

FRESH

20 Lb. Bag

79c

FRESH CRISPY

' no. 21/2
can

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Chef Way
24-oz. Bottle
OIL

Ic
With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy products.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
—

CELERY

YELLOW CORN

29c

3 Ears

YELLOW

5
,
N
,
9 BAN
.

22-oz. Batik_ __ _..._ _ 39c

Void After_ Mew lik MT

POTATOES

15c

Med. Stalk

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
scottie Paper
TOWEL
Jumbo Roll

29c

Coupon Worth 14C
No other purchase necessary
Void After

MeV

16, 1971

ONIONS
0:114c:sen

lb.

25c

10

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Carnal!
FREE
SLENDER CAN
With This Coupon
No other purchase necessary
—

--"-

_

3 Lb. Bag

Veld After May 26, 1071

71'
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loll II IN/ ri41//,111 r

H A RELENT '12%112AL OLYMPIC"
COMPETiT10101,15.
AR-OLD LORI
JOHNSON LOADED AND STACKED 97
BALES OF HAY H.1 ..11./Sr SIX MINUTES
Amp K2 SECOMDS. SHE F4tU1SHED
IN THE AUTOMATIC BALE WAGON
• COMPETITION EVEN THOUGH SHE RACED
ACA1NST SEASONED AMP 14,01 STEMMER
MALE BALE
ss1
nAGO..1
OPERATORS!

vitt 11.111111111111'00.

Kentucky Hunting Dates Set;
Season Lengths RemainSame

;

•
:r
1 s:
111
:
1
.0/ gm inn

FRANKFORT, Ky., (Special)
— Kentucky's 1971 hunting seasons are all but complete, with
only the waterfowl and dove,
seasons yet to be set. All other
seasons and bag limits have
been determined for this year
but, it is pointed out, the season
for the migratory birds, must
await action by the Department
of Interior.
Basically the seasons are the
same as for last year as far as
length Is concerned with only
the opening dates varying, but

:,11111)6.
%me AL
often carry along an ice box loaded with Cokes and other soft
drinks and swap their empties
along the road wherever they happen to stop to restock the ice..1314E MACIIINE i.Oi USED wAS A
Eventually, they return
box.
NEW HOLLAND SELF- PROPELLED
home and turn the bottles in at
MODEL CAPABLE OF
PICKING UP Awl? STACieleG
their local store and the recir'IONS OP HAY BALES
culation begins.
AN HOUR WITH THE
It seems to me that I can
OPERATOR SELDoM LEAViNG
recall when Pepsi-Cola alsohad
-INC SE Al.
the name of the town where the
bottler was located on their bottles. This has been some time
ago. Under the circumstances,
if I were the sales manager
of any of the many soft drink
bottling companies, I would insist on bottles carrying the name
of the town where one of my dealers was located. You never can
by HAROLD J NORRID
about
this,
thought
Every now and then, someone
more
I
tell
what those bottles might be
The
will make me veryhappy by men- the more I thought there might used for,
tioning that they read these artic- be a story in It. Finally, one day
les. Several people have asked while I was lounging around the
me where in the world I get the house, I couldn't resist the idea
choice of subjects. any longer. I got up, stalked out
ideas for
You'd
be surprised!' I never into the utility 700m and started

•••;',2
. „
oP,f
•

Coke Bottles Travel
All Around Country

know when an idea will hit and
I usually carry a little notebook
around to Jot down ideas as they
occur to me.
For example, the idea came

for this

All Ohm County residents in
their tios, 90s and 100s are being
urged to contact the Union City
rab- Chamber of Commerce (885-0211
with practically the same !nub- Its will be six and 12 for
in preparation for Senior Citizens
ber of hunting days per species bits and 10 and 20 for quail.
Day to be observed with a picnic
The grouse season will open and program Thursday, May 27,
and the same bag and possesthrough
continue
and
Nov.
18
on
sion limits.
at Grove Creek Park.
Mrs. Leonard Stovall, coThe gun deer season this year February 28 with a bag limit of
of
limit
possession
chairman
of the KeenAgers, a
a
and
counties.
four
in
wilt be open
aft. 120
Union City senior citizens club,
Opening date Is Nov. 13 and it
will extend five days through
Nov. 17. In 117 cotuitles only
bucks with forked antlers or
antlers will be legal game,
while in three counties, Hart,
Barren and Edmonson, deer of
either sex will be legal. The
bow and arrow season is open
throughout the months of October and December and either
sex deer is fair game. Hunters
may bag but one deer, either
by gun or bow and arrow, for
the entire year.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 20, 1971

said each person in the 80-plus
age category will be presented a
certificate signed by Union City
Mayor Charles H. Adams.
"We don't want to miss
anybody so we're urging all these
persons to notify the chamber, or
have someone else do it for them,
so the certificates can be
prepared." Mrs. Stovall said.
A group of senior citizens from
St. Louis, Mo., is expected to be
present for the basket picnic at

the aitrfairlh
at II co A4
the county tub

Paige 4

A whole
new "FEEL"
in the way
your car
handles!

order of -tieing picked up, were
from the following cities Bangor,
Maine; Longview, Texas; AtGeorgia; Greensboro,
lanta,
North Carolina; Hammon, Loutsans; another from Atlanta,

article while I was loafy
lug around at one of my favorite
hangouts, a gasoline service sta.
tine somewhere in Obion County. I and one from Memphis.
see the fellows playa little game
There were six full bOEBell
sometimes, called "traveling.' SEBIHK there in a carton and
in
case
you don't know they were from the following cit.
about the game, it is played with les;
Marianna, Florida; De-

BELTED RADIAL
2 bead-to-bead plies, 4 belts!
Proven on Europe's mountain roads,
the best handling tires you can
own, especially at high speed. Ra•
dial plies are tough Polyester,
topped by 4 soft-riding rayon cord
belts. No tread distortion, great
bad weather tire,

D

SCATES

TIRE SERVICE,INC.
Middle Rd. & Rheav.1j
Fulton
472-3531

Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best
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Squirrel hunting kicks off the
seasons, opening on Aug. 21 and
continuing through Oct. 31. The
second phase ovens on Nov. 15
and continues through Dec. 31,
the same seamn, with the exception of the opening day, as
for last year. The bag limit
again will be six and the possession limit 12.
The rabbit and quail seasons
will open on the .traditional
third Thursday in November,
this year Nov. 18, and will continue uninterrupted through Jan.
31. The bag and possession Um-

upending Coke bottles.
First the empty bottles, in

Coca-Cola bottles, the small kind ridder, Louisiana; Blytheville,
Loyally. A group of people will Arkansas; Scottsboro, Alabama;
get together and each man will Enid, Oklahoma;
and finally
get a Coke out of the machine, Chattanooga.
the order in which they reach for
Positively fascinated by now,I
eke bottles having been worked out went to the refrigerator and found
10- advance.
three cold bottles which turned
' Then, everyone looks on the out to be from Little Rock, Arbobom of his bottle to see what kansas; Rome, Georgia; and the
town it came from and the guy closest to home of the whole
wsko has the bottle from the bunch was the one from Brownsshortest distance away has to buy ville.
tali Cokes for everyone. There
If you kept count, you will
ati) other variations of the game realize as I did, there were 16
bitt, in all cases, the distance bottles and not one was a local
frbm the town on the bottom of bottle, Of course, Union City
thit Coke bottle is a determining Coke bottles are probably found
farlor.
all over the country wherever
, mitt* •think that with a Cokes are sold.
See how easy it is to get an
,
VOcit-ilObla bottling comepigh,
dMunlon City, mogt idet or I stOry?,
es would be from the local one of those Coke bottles could
battler. Not so, You'd be sur- talk to me I would probably have
plied at some of the places 16 more stories, all better than
those bottles come from ,
this one. People whoare traveling

Senior Citizens
To Be Honored
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Henry Maddox at his desk in the Kentucky General Assembly

VOTE FOR AND ELECT ON MAY 25th, 1971
HENRY MADDOX State Representative, A Man
Who Has Served Eight Years In The House of
Representatives.
eefi

He

IS - I
SOLI

toH. 06.0 gfrrl
iszc
ram in favor of only paying the 5% tax on the difference when
trading cars and trucks, and will sponsor a bill to that effect.

A school's worth is judged by the students it PRODUCES and
only the best student product comes from quality education schools
fully accredited to meet all a student's needs. So I urge and recomment that more state funds be alibied to ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

MAKE YOUR MOVE
WITH nwarancoLA
4-CHANNEL SOUND

I am in favor of a program whereby the state remits a portion
of the funds colected from the 5% sales tax to the county, incorporated towns and education on a percentage basis on collections. We
will have to get an amendment to our constitution before it will work
successfuL
Looking over my opponent's voting record and bills he sponsored I find two bills—H. B. 83 and FL B. 106--pertaining only to cities
of the second and third class and as you know there are no cities of
these two classes in the First District which elected him. If elected
I will spend all my time on bills and problems pertaining to my constitutents of the First District as I have done in the past. Being a
farmer myself I know the farm problems and being a bank director
I have a good idea of the problems confronting us today.

FANTASTIC NEW AUTOMOTIVE SOUND SYSTEM!
4 Separate sound tracks from 4 separate speaker systems
gives you WRAP-AROUND SOUND in this 4-Channel, 8
Track Tape Player.
Hear It Demonstrated Al...

WADE TELEVISION
Fulton, Ky.

505 W. Highlands

Ii

I appreciate the confidence you have shown me in the put and
the courtesies shown to me this time in my campaigning with you.

Dinn
sizes
parti

Thanks For Your Consideration and Attention. Better
Still THANKS For Your VOTE And ELECT A Proven,
Capable, Experienced REPRESENTATIVE For Progress
In Kentucky.

HENRY MADDOX
Candidate For State Representative

FIRST LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT
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The Family Lawyer

Doctor
in the Kitchen*
by Laurence M. Marsh, MM.
Consultant National Dairy Council

4
,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. Are there special nutritional
site& for teen-age boys?
A. Yes, there are. Teen-age
boys need more calcium, iron and
greater amount; of many other
Mitrients than at any other time
diving their lives, because they
e experiencing their most rapid
iowth rate. Between-meal snacks
ate usually needed and should be
ckosen frequently from the four
teod groups.
Q. What about teen-age girls?
,A. Teen-age girls often have
the poorest eating habits of any
age group. Many dietary studies
indicate this Skipping or skimping on nourishing food probably
hi, due to girls' being figure-conscious. They may well be copying
their mothers in this respect. But
It's a mistake.
Q. What about breakfast?
.4 A. Breakfast should not be
neglected. Eating breakfast helps
In weight control because it evens
oat calorie consumption. Other- wise, the dieter starves herself,
then consumes everything at
sitting - probably under conditions of being "too hungry." By
contrast, breakfast promotes a
feeling of well-being in the morning hours when it May be most
needed for energy and. efficiency.
M. Are "crash" diets harmful?

A. We think so "Crash" diets
may injure health. Teen-age

bodies are in an important period
of development. Girls at this age
need more essential nutrients
than at any other time in their
lives except the later months of
pregnancy and during nursing.
Q. Are the increasing number
of teen-age marriages a factor to
be considered in nutrition?
A. Definitely. The fact that
more girls are marrying younger
makes nutrition doubly important. Pregnancy puts extra stress
on a teen-age girl because she
must provide sufficient nutrition
for her own continuing physical
development as well as for her
baby.
Q. What about adult nutrition?
A. In general, men are likely
to have better eating habits than
women. This is because men
usually eat enough to cover their
essential nutrient needs. If anything, men are eating too much
if they are overweight. Women,
on the other hand, may be prone
to neglect their own meals, either
because of preoccupation with
C 'food needs of their families
or because they too, have become
figure-conscious without understanding the proper approach to
weight control.
Q. What about older adults?
A. They need the same nutrients as everyone else, but smaller
portions because they are less
physically active.

Foot In The Door
To the bus driver waiting at
the wheel, it seemed that the fat
lady was his ?Mal customer. But
behind her, unseen by the driver,
a girl was also preparing to
come aboard. She had already
gotten one foot in the door when
he closed it and started to move.
The girl was flung to the pavement and injured. In due course,
she sued the bus company for
damages.
"Even if his view was blocked
by that fat lady," she told the
court, "he had no right to close
the door without double-checking. After all, a common carrier
owes a high degree of care to
its passengers."
'Maybe so," conceded the
company. "But this girl was not
yet a passenger. She had paid no
fare. She had not really gotten
aboard, We do regret the Incident, but we ate not legally
liable,"
Nevertheless, the court held
that the girl was indeed a passenger, entitled to extra care,
and granted her claim.
This is the prevailing rule,
that a person may acquire the
special status of "passenger"
even before he is inside the vehicle. It is usually enough that
he has shown his readiness to
come.abaard—and that the company has shown its readiness to
accept him.
But the readiness on both sides
must coincide. Take this case:

In another case, a passenger
alighted at a bus stop, began to
C ross the street, and was
knocked down by a second bus
Passing the one he had just left.
Here, he claimed damages on
the theory that his driver should
have warned him that another
bus was following.
But the court said the driver
could not be blamed, because
the man had lost his status as
a passenger. Once safely discharged, said the court, a passenger turns into just another
nedestrian.

A man rushed up to a bus
just after the door had closed.
He knocked on the glass, but the
bus was already beginaing to
roll. The man slipped, fell4 and
got hit by the rear wheel.
Could he collect damages from,
the company? A court said no,
because he had not gained the
status of a passenger. The court
pointed out that he had not
shown his readiness to ride until
the driver had stopped showing his readiness to accept him.
Octopus' Eyes Good
A parallel problem arises at
HONOLULU — The octopus, a
journey's end: At what moment relative of the sightless oyster
does the passenger lose his spe- and clam, has eyes almost as
cial status?
Rood as a human's.

Fulton, Ky.

ROTC Event Reset

Thursday, May 20, 1971

MURRAY, Ky.—The date of
the annual President's Review of
the ROTC brigade at Murray
State University has been
changed from May 14 to Msqt
20, according to Col Eft W
Birdscsig Jr., professor of military WICTICe.
Scheduled for? p.m. in Cutchin Stadium on the new date, the
traditional ceremony . will include a cannon salute to Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, university
president, before the cadets
pass in review before him.
Several awards also will be
presented to cadets during the

WATER VALLEY GARAGE
SPECIAL! MAY 19 - 20 - 21

TUNE-UP
6-Cyl.

8-Cyl.

(Plus Parts)

FRANKLIN

PRICES GOOD THIN SAT., MAY 22

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS

Font may
MAY SPECIAL SAVINGS

78t

Chuck Roast
ENGLISH., ARM CUT
'llelMonte
Chuck Roast
L.734
SUPER RIGHT BLADE CUT
LII
Chuck Steak
ARM SWISS STEAK or
GOlot COI"
Ground Chuck
3LB PKG OR MORE
Hamburger'""'L.59$

Nate
lt&P or Del

73$
i.78$

ENDS & PIECES

Heavyweight Slue Denim Twill

I
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At University

Bacon

4

Bo
tA9C

SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

0 - INCHES WIDE; ALL COTTON
SOLID COLORS and STRIPES.
REGULARLY $1.79 YARD

(SC AR MAYER

Bacon

P
I Kyi
.

89c

PRELL

85,‘
1 - Pint Size

7 - Fl-oz. With
Free 81.00 Hot
Wheel Car

EARLY GARDEN PEAS•
CUT GREEN BEANS•
SEASONED GREEN BEANS or
STEWED TOMATOES

10X-0-CHICKEN

FRYER
PARTS

SCOPE

SLICED
GOOD

ALLGOOD
BACON'
pa

KLEENEX TISSUES
5- BOXES
99c
(Limit 5 Boxes)

JUMBO TOWELS OR
160 CT. NAPKINS

Two Mixing Bowls
For __ 33c

WASHINGTON STATE
EXTRA FANCY

WINESAP
LU.IIAPPLES

PAPER PLATES
Kleenex Boutique Bathroom Tissues

99c

4 - TWIN PACKS
(Lima 4 Packs)

Dinner and dessert
sizes. For picnics,"--parties, etc.

9-In. Size

1-In. Slut

BANANAS

POTATOES

Sour
'bk******..±-•

TOMATO SOUP

RAPID SHAVE
ShavinuCream 5k
.

.

: ,

A &P

_
CREST
_
Family Size __ 77c

10 OZ.
CANS

'
4,

,

....... P
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Each

.. ......
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.....: ..5g4,
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OtASS DISHES ,
• Goa**,

•

'4440,-10
,

PKG.

69C i1.2.,0,,,
1A
m.
Potato Salad _3$1
:)1
89C
iiit,Tarcbisr.. 7122/2.799t4 :
iiiMp otpTiOGl
ipesempt(Ail..5
5;:cAtms$:.100RENToup,RN
00 YUKO5
N CLI:z
11111 15
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S
SCOPE MOUTHWASH

ASP
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hi 07,

GREEN

2•

r 'i '
-

20 SINGLE SLICER

01111011S•• •• BIUNCHIUt
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es as

Tomatoes....L.Arit Ched -0-111t

VINE-RIPE

,..;

'4 t

.,

_..- .,
‘.

,
PKGS.."

LIQUID

DETERGENT-31? 1$100 JANE P-AltKER BREAD
Pink Ahoy..... oz
Whole Wheat
ASP
IS

WHOLE..SLICED

,
"

JANE PARKER BREAD

TomatoSauce5,5$100 CrackedWheat3Or°
SCHOOL DAYS
51>z
$100 JANE PARKER BREAD4/99t
CANS
Bettered&
Peas
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Education, Law Enforcement
'Musts' In Curbing Pollution
Mass education and stricter
enforcement of existing laws
were pinpointed during the
Earth Day program today at
Murray State University as
the most urgent needs in the
problem of solid waste MsR. L. Cooper, health administrator for Calloway and Marshall counties, told a sparse
audience during the afternoon
speaking program that a "lack
of concern can be corrected
only by a new sense of awareness in the generation to
come."
He was one of four speakers involved in the second annual Earth Day, part of a
nation-wide movement to draw
attention to the crises created
by air and water pollution,
mineral destruction, wildlife
extinction, over - population
and other abuses of natural
balances on the earth.

Appearing with him were:
Clyde Baldwin, Frankfort. engineer in charge of industrial
wastes for the Kentucky Water
Pollution Control Commission;
E. J. Haverstock, general
manager of the Murray Disision of the Tappan Corp.; and
Sory Shannon, field operations
technologist for the Kentucky
Air Pollution Control Commission:
Besides the panel,of speakers, activities on the campus
were divided into three categories—a series of films sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma sorority, several exhibits
relating to a variety of environmental problems, and an art
display.
Cooper, who said it costs
from $9-10 a ton to pick up and
dispose of solid waste or garbage, pictured the sanitary
landfill as the most practical
solution to a growing prob.

SPECIAL
PRICES
ON CLOSE-OUT
PAINT AND
WALLPAPER

Haverstock said the Murray
company which manufactures
gas and electric ranges is in
the process of a corrective program as recommended by a
consulting firm to meet water
quality control standards laid
out by the water pollution control commission.

See us before you buy.
(No white paint on sale)

Exchange Furn. Co.
7fitadr wirtFULTON. KY.

lem.
"But it takes a good-sized
population tax base to provide the necessary financing
for disposal of solid waste by
the use of a properly engineered and operated sanitary
landfill," he added.
Noting that each person Is
responsible for about 54
pounds of solid waste per day,
Cooper expressed the opinion
that the problem may be alleviated somewhat in the future by small counties cooperating in the operation of
joint landfill projects.
Both Baldwin and Shannon
outlined the history and the
functions of the state government agencies they represent.
Baldwin said the water pollution control agency "has
fallen down most of all in not
telling the people of Kentucky
what it has been doing."
Citing "basically good cooperation from municipalities
and industries in Kentucky,"
he said only five communities
in the state do not at present
have sewage treatment plants,
and only one of those five have
a population of more than
one thousand people.
Shannon said the work of the
air pollution control commission not yet five years old,
"has just begun." He explained that the agency is still involved in determining many of
the problems, in deciding how
to handle them, and in setting
time tables for remedial action.

111.110°'

He said the stove plant has
been given until Dec. 31, 1975,
to provide for proper treatment for liquid waste discharges into the Clarks River.
He added that he expects the
project, which he said will cost
an estimated $250,000-500,000,
to be completed as much as
two years before the deadline.
Michael G. Miller, English
igistrocsor and campus eppresentative of the Sierra Club,
served as the master of ceremonies for the symposium.

Fulton, Ky.
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temperatures were above normal
while 30 were under medication
such as penicillin qr some other
antibiotic, 10 were underweight
and six had insufficient blood,"
Dr. Clendenin sajd.
Concerning the lateness of the
opening of the local duck season,
Mr. Price suggested that sportsThe annual meeting of Kenmen meet with Game and Fish
Director Dave Goodrich when he tucky's We stern Waterlands,
visits this area of the state on
May 24th. The time and place of Inc., will be held at the Kenthe meeting will be announced at Bar Inn here May 27, according
a later date and chances are a to L. B. Harper, president of the
number of local duck hunters will organization.
accept the invitation.
In a further explanation of his Plans for the event were
comment on Reelfoot Lake, Mr. formalized at a recent meeting
Price said he does not believe it is of the tourism group's board of
fair for Reelfoot to operate as directors. More than 200 perfreely as it does but that, before it sons are expected to attend the
can be turned into a managed event and hear a talk by Fred
hunting area similar to the Gooch Smith, a nationally-known speaktract, support from the people
business comasilooli
sr .0
would be needed.
"It may not come in my Smith owns a lakeside home on
lifetime," he said.
Lake Barkley.
He did admit,however, that the Harper will give a report on
blinds at Reelfoot as well as in
the year's activities and acArea E in the Gooch tract
develop(Crockett), are being numbered. complishments in the
There are those who feel that ment of the area and promotion
'his numbering is only a prelude of tourism in the eight-county
.o the taking over of Reelfoot by area surrounding Lake Barkley
the state.
and Kentucky Lake. The proHowever, Mr. Price said the gram also will include election
numbering is being done only of directors and officers.
because "We need to know what
The dinner at Ken-Bar Inn
we are working with.

Tourism Organization
Schedules Annual Meet
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will be at 0:30 p.m. Reservations
for members and other interest
ed persons may be made before
May 24 with directors of Kentucky's Western Waterlands as
follows: Harper, EddyvWe;
Max Hurt, Murray; Carl Hamilton, Sento n; Ed Johnstone,
Princeton; F. E. Heerde, Benton; Smith Broadbent Jr., Cadiz;
John Perryman, Hardin; John
Williams, Princeton; Dave Calhoun, Grand Rivers; J. Phillip
Glenn, Kuttawa; Tom Brown,
Murray; Eugene Croft, Hopkinsvine; Pat Cverigros, Paducah;
Bill Usher, Paducah and Dick
Douglas, Benton. Reservations
also may be made with Mrs.
Elizabeth Weber, recording secretary, Benton.
The program of the economic
tourism organization is designed
to provide facilities and activities to attract more tourists
to Western Kentucky.

For those who work in White
Duty Shoes Specially Priced
To May 29th

gIN
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Drug Report At UTM
Labeled Inaccurate

(Closed Memorial
Day, May 31, 1971)

A report that one-quarter of the Circuit Court Judge Phil Harris
UTM students who attempted to last week when the judge told
donate blood in Martin recently Rotarians that about one-fourth
were turned down because of of the UTM students who offered
their use of narcotics is inac- to donate blood to a blood Wilk
curate, Dr. Robert Clendenin told program in Martin were turned
Rotarians Friday noon at the down because of drug usage
"I found the statement up.
Biltmore.
Dr. Clendenin made his setting and felt something of this
remarks prior to a talk by Elmo magnitude should have been
Price, wildlife area supervisor checked out more closely:
"I have here a letter from Mrs.
for West Tennessee with the state Grace Beard,
Martin Red Cross
Game and Fish Commission. chapter
secretary, which inAlthough Mr. Price urged that dicates there
were 396 UTM
Rotarians ask questions at any students
who offered to donate
time during his talk, he failed to blood and that 92
were turned
come up with an answer when down.
asked why the opening of duck
"The letter also shows why
season comes after the largest these 92 students were turped
concentration of ducks has down.
already left this area.. .
"For instance, 35 were, ROTC
Asked if he foresees a
.4en who were turned ',flown
"Off*n Reçkethll
Arecause they had reotntly
a - managed area similar to received
sinallpox
their
Dr. Clendenin's report was in inoculations. Eleven more were
response to comments made.,by turned down because their

(Reg. $11 to $15)

SAVE $in

each pair during this special event.
'Soft Petals
*Easy Street
*Scho-Peds
'Hush Puppies,
*Miss Wonderful
(Stock items only)

Bay Family Shoe Store to
Lake Street
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.
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At

"AT TREMENDOUS DISCOUNT"
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES
, D NYLON $3.33
MONARCH FHA APPROVE
$333 JORGES INDOOR OUTDOOR CARPET ti 72

Hard finish sculpture

Victra yarns-rubber back.

4)er
JORGES COMMERCIAL GRADE SHAG.
Salt and pepper shag-built for hard wear. 44.44

MONARCH 100% ACRILAN PLUSH Itg
Sq. Yd. &WWI
,
PILE Luxury underfoot

45

- Sq. Yd.

ATLANTIC MILLS INDOOR OUTDOOR tA
Sq. Vii in*
Commercial weave-rubber back.

ALEXANDER SMITH 100% ACRILAN
PILE Level Pile-quality carpeting _ sq. Yd.

1,411""P

MONARCH 100% POLYESTER-HEAVY
GRADE Powder blue—level loop pile.

1 10TH. GRADE INDOOR OUTDOOR
Sq. Yd
Hardest weave.

$4.77

$4.40
Sq. Yd.

HUNDREDS OF YARDS OF CARPET
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Installed by factory trained carpet mechanics - Alexander
Smith.. Monarch .. Barwick.. Jorges Atlantic.
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
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Benton Camp Scheduled
For June At Murray
MURRAY, Ky.,
Murray State University will be the
kite for' a "Heart of Dixie"
twhibig and drum majoring
camp June 20-25.
Administered and directed by
Shirley Ross, the school is one
of nine All Star Camps sanctioned by the National Baton
Twirling Association to be conducted in six Southern states
during the summer,
Complete courses will be of-

THUR.. FRI.. SAT..
MAY 20-21-22
ROY ORBISONI

The Fastest
Guitar Alive

SUN.. MAY 23
THRU
THUR.. MAY 27
ADULTS ONLY
Under 18 Not Admitted

...the story of her journey
Into perversion.
MO ON. WM.1.11

--PLUS--

1-IE

feted for dance groups, drill
teams, porn-porn corps and flag
corps, along with Instruction for
twirlers, majorettes and drum
majors. Majorettes with the
Marching Thoroughbred Band at
Murray State will be assisting
with the camp.
Miss Ross, a former featured
twirler with the Old Miss Rebel
Band, is a nationally known
judge and teacher and recognized authority in all phases of
twirling. Her students have won
a number of national championships and appeared on national
television at the Blue- Gray
Game and on the Ted Mack
Show.
Fee for the camp is $55, which

By
DORIS
-THOMPSON

fliptwogoevAL 41F01.40WM
MOWS,A•ClellW ARE JuST AS
ImPORTALIT- AS CAREFUL MONEY
MALACAMEAT. SUCCESSFUL FAMILY
RuK,E.TING sHouLP SE PLEPISLE
ENOUC,14 To is.CLLDE A WIFE'S EMOTIONAL
%EEO FOR A NEW PRESS OR HuSBAUD'S
ar6ter RAZ A NEW F1411100 ROD,

110" AVOIP

ova

easeiMoaf
(Awe CF HCLSEHSLP
ALCIDES:TS, PLACE ALL HOCKS
WELL ABOv E EYE LEVEL ON WALLS
AA(' BATHOosM TroC¢S.

Vir ~swat possaus

INSOLE P'ERFOEVING
HOUSEHOLD CI4CRES.UlidvEt26.11y
HOME ECONOMISTS DISCOVERED
THAT HoUSEWIvEs USE UP oNE Tibrzo
MORE ENERGY \s,HEN GTAkipiNc,
RATHER TURN 4eeria1S.

It'

Now thru Saturday!
Double Feature
STEVE McGUEEN
- in "THE REIVERS"

Fulton, Ky.

Agriculture Club
Told Of Challenge

C1Er MOO 4.06041411STER
GET 14,4 OWN SNACKS.

0
,\

LEAVING A SAuPpiCal ALP SOME
PEPSI-COLA IN THE
REFRIC,ERATOR FOR HIM
TEAcuES 1410410 DO
FOR HIMSELF, MEALS
LESS WORK FOR YOU

MURRAY, Ky.-The occupational challenge of feeding a
hungry world is one of the
greatest available to young people in America today, members
of the Murray State University
Agriculture Club and their
guests were told Tuesday night.
Speaking at the club's annual
year-end banquet, Capt. Kenneth Kennedy, a native of Cadiz
sod a 1967 graduate of Murray
State, told the 300 students and
guests that one-third of all the
people ever born on the earth
are alive today.
"By the year 2000, there will
be more than six billion people
on the earth," he said, "almost
twice as many as there are
today," emphasizing that the
world's population is growing at
the rate of almost 100,000 "new
mouths to feed every day."
An attorney and currently
serving with the Judge Advocate Department of the U.S.
Army at Ft. Campbell, Kennedy, who was national president
of the Future Farmers of America before coming to Murray,
went on to pay tribute to the
efficiency of America's farmers

by pointing out that the American f a rmer today produces
more than five times as much
foodstuffs as he did in 1920.
This is particularly significant, he said, when it is considered that two-thirds of an acre
of land per person was available for food production at the
end of World War II as compared with one-half acre per
oerson today.
"People in agriculture hold a
unique position in the world of
tomorrow," he said, specifically
addressing the 100 senior FFA
members from 18 area high

Thursday, May 20, 1971

maxed by the installation of the
club's officers for the 1971-72
school year. They are:
President, Ted Shearer, junior,
Newman, Ill.; vice president,
Jim Cherry, junior, Arlington;
secretary, Jeanette Rod den,
freshman, Edison, N.J.; treasur•
er, Darrell Ramage, junio r,
Salem, and reporter, Jim Owen,
a junior from Bardwell.

Page 7

FARM INCOME

in 1968, the farmer received
39 cents of the dollar the consumer spent for food produced
In the United states, one cent
more than in 1967. In the past
ten years, the farmer's share
ranged from 37 to 40 cent', according to New Holland, the
farm equipment division of
Sperry Rand.

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

St

schools present.

He urged the audience to begin with a good education and
then become a part of the world
of agriculture by accepting its
challenges, and asked those
present to "become a part of
the answer, not part of the prob-

5 to 12 p. m.
$1.25
Children 75c Its. ,. 4sk

lem."

Kennedy was introduced by
Brent Gray, retiring president
of the Agriculture Club from
Trigg County. Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president of the university, welcomed the group to the
campus.
The dinner-meeting was cli-

DERBY

A
RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

,

ememlate-Ottleiellimentlese-elellallPeetle.emenleene

TECHNICOLOR!
- AND -

RICHARD HAIRE
as"A MAN
CALLED NORSE"

or+

PANAVISION.TECHNICOLOR
.
A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE
A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION

Sun. - Mon.& Tues.
Robert Redford
Michael .J. Pollard
- IN "LITTLE FAUSS
and BIG HALSY"
IN

TECHNICOLOR!
RATED -(R)HI Yrs. and Over Please

covers the costs of meals, dormitory facilities and instruction.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting: Shirley
Ross, P. O. Box 125, Coosada,
Ala. 36020.

1/ .1-'500"

More Japanese
Eating Spaghetti

D- AYS

TOKYO - Japan's spaghetti
consumption in 1961 totaled only
10,500 metric tons, but this year's
sales are forecast at 56,000 tons.
Spaghetti, macaroni, lassagna
and pizza were sampled and
liked by many visitors to Expo
10, so Japanese food manufacturers are gearing up to capitalize on this new market opportunity.

GoodyearService Stores
See the man in the blue racing shirt

POLYGLAS
WHITEWALLS
1/3OFF!

WBRICATION
OIL & RLIER

66

.X.3f 4101'..1

"Power Belt Polyglas"
"

Double Fiberglass Belted for Strength
Two fiberglass belts ... today's most
preferred tire belt cord plus two plies
today's most preof polyester cord
ferred tire body cord. (•4 body plies in
size 178-15.)
You get 4-plies under the tread for
extra strength -that's the Goodyear
Polyglas tire.

add Ott premium all used
•Price includes all labor, oil,
filter•Transmission and differential check •Chassis
lubrication •Full oil change
•Replace oil filter

\

"SNAP-BACK"
ENGINE TUNE-UP
88 rzilraritTer-$

YOU SAVE NOW THRU SAT NIGHT
ON THESE SIX POPULAR SIZES
telelos
Sip

helm

hp*
pee.
Illbaseall

lake
Meal

Plotted ta
Tu BOW
gum

7 00 13
F78-14
F7$-15
G78-15

7.75-14
775.15
8.25l5

$38.80
$42.70
$42.70
$45.65

$25.86
$29.46
$29.46
$31.19

$1 99
92.54
$2.62
$2.80

SW

$26

cylinder cars
Includes all labor and these
parts: •New spark plugs,

condenser points, rotor. •

IIECE1111=11133111311131131111731CIM
•178-15

9 15 15

$62.80

WM

$3.19

USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM:
Because of an expected heavy demand for Goodyear tires, we may run out of some sizes during this offer, but we will be happy to
order your size tire at the advertised price end issue you a rain check for future delivery of the merchandise.

sfArte..„,
,
Ramk
111E
,

.TIRES
GOODYEAR-THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS
„

B1ACK/WHITEWALL
RETREADS

Tires for Pick-Ups, Panels, Vans, and Campers
NYLON RIB
TRACTION
HI-MILER
"SURE-GRIP"
ciparpm away..

I've been told that I am too young to vote next Tuesday for
my daddy, Carroll Hubbard,for re-election as First District
State Senator.

$13

Same type tread design as our
4-ply "Power Cushion" bias
ply tires with 4 retreadable
trade.ins'plus 270 to 484 EST
Fed.Ex.Tax recovery per tlrei
(depending on size)

2595

6.70 5 15 6 PR
tues.type min $2.82
fed. EL Tax
and recappable tire

00.
per tire

• 380 2-shaped slots hold the road for
fast stops end starts•3-T nylon
cord takes the punishment of truck
operations • Pre-stressed body
construction -helps reduce in-service
growth, and tread cracking.

7.00 15 6 PR
tubertype plus $2.87
Fed. Es.
and recappable tlre

Sincerely,

Kelly Lynn Hubbard
410 Macedonia Road
Mayfield, Kentucky

,

-......--

WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

master charge
110 iNII AAAAA Cak0

rby Goodye
411.41x41•41-401.-41.41.

FULTON
471.1000
100 West State Line
.30 p. m.
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to t,

Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th 8./. Depot Fulton, Ky.

Feld few by Semler Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Kentireity, treasurer

•Constructed for long distance and accuracy •High
compression liquid center,
long lasting tough cover
LIMIT 1 TRAY
--TO A CUSTOMER

• Big, tough tire-built with "Tufsyn"
rubber for long, dependable mileage
•Triple-tempered nylon cord body for
strength.

I sure do wish I could vote. Since I can't, won't you please
vote for my daddy next Tuesday?

3 GO-Flits Balls

Cheek Ma...

*2795

FOR COMPACT CARS:
6.00x13 thru 7.35013

SPALDING
GOLF BALLS

CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

-••-• wv•-A :4-•-••
•
•
•

XLASSM ADS
Po MUCH- .
for so LITTLE...
•*********

Farm Yearbooks Old

LADIES!
Need cash? Earn extra money
in your spare or full time.
Openings in this area; no experience neceesary. For interview call South Fulton (day)
4794964 or (nite) 479-2259.

Only 51 per word
to reach
- 8,500 Homes 1

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Yearbook of Agriculture, devoted di
a different subject each yeali!
can be traced back as an annual
volume well over 100 years.

gisimAiks Mr A Lerrairat

./0

%AV

-

"OR SALE: Sharp 1958 Chev1
2 ten. Call 47Erplet Pickup, /
1732 for appointments, aek for
(tea.

wE
WRD1'E5J19i7rt,sis ROS9,
CHAUFFEUR FIZAW, Rizzo LATER
RE:.A.NE A COMFANy WHEEE.
EENISIT946 GREAT DRIVE 14E
41.1GGESTED THAT THE BANK OF
AMERICA issuf 'TS OwN
TRAVELER, CtiEQuES.

Population Of U.C.
Increases To 12,695
According to the 1970 federal
census, Union City's population Is
11,925 but a recent count of
citizens annexed since that time
places the city's population at
12,695.
It is the latter figure that will
be placed on signs at all highway
entrances to the city and, better
yet, state taxes will be
distributed on the basis of the
larger figure.

in the 10 years since then has
been a phenomenal 49.6 per cent.
Actually, most of this high rale of
growth place within the past
three or four years.
Should Union City's growth
continue at this rate during the
next 10 years, by 1980 the city
could count more than 18,000
2ersons

The figures were made
available this week. after a
survey revealed there are 422
persons living in the Hickman
Highway-Old Lake Road area
annexed on Jan. 1. Another 345
persons were counted in the
Pleasant Valley area which also
was annexed following the of.
boa' census count.

of bees.

Call Collect 479-1733.
MAN OR WOMAN to supply
families with Rawleigh ProdUcts. Can earn $5 and up an
hour. Part or full time. Write
giving phone No.- Ray Harris,
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Ill. or
call 815-2324461.

-,,,r

A

•
4e, THE IDEA
VG,' 77/4
HAS PROVEN TO RE ONE Of
THE RANK'S siosr SUCCESSFUL
VENTuRES. I' E'C'M A rEW
THOUsAur poLLARs ii 19ze,
IT. REPRISEILTH TODAY AN
ENTERpe•F•E iN EXCESS
OF Of Mit.L10111
114 SALES PER TEAR.

:FOR SALE, 1966 Dodge Polara. Air conditioning, power
stbering, automatic tnansmissinn. Call 472-3938 after 5.

/

PIANOS—Have (2) beautiMI, like new Pianos. Must be
sold to Bettie account new warranty, Terms. Write M. L
Thomas, Box 7202, Lexington,
K1.

1929

Knit Style Show
Is Given By
Mrs. Thompson

CANNON
BATH
TOWELS

\
41*.."-IP-,,Itifilk%tt

'STOCKADE
Fly-Control Blocks
The easiest and surest way to stop flies
from pestering your cattle.

NOW'S THE TIME...
to lay in a supply of blocks and to stock
up on these famous-brand top-quality towels.

Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Dial 472-1300

STOCKFIDEL

Freedom Sought
By finis Usrey
After 10 Years
ATiputh Fulton man, serving a
30-year prison term for the
murder of his wife at their home
the night of April 6, 1960, is
seeking his freedom.
Finis Usrey, who is now 52,
will appear before the state
Board of Probation and Paroles
on Friday. May 21, where he will
se considered for executive
clemency.
..The announcement was made
tke Herbert G. Lee, director of
le board.
When a case is docketed for
consideration of executive
clemency, Mr Lee explained, it
is the policy of the Board of
Probation and Paroles to notify
the press in the community
where the offense occurred.
Usrey was convicted of mur
dering his wife, Mrs. Ftoselean
Lee Usrey, with a pocket knife.
He later apparently attempted to
take his own life by slashing his
Wrists.
The conviction in Obion County
Circuit Court early in 1961 was
later appealed by Usrey's attorney but the Tennessee
Supreme Court upheld the conviction on May 5, 1961, and ordered Usrey to begin serving his
sentence

. Tiww
Inns
.

I

WHEELS ALIGADt

OPEN CAMPGROUND
Hillman Ferry, Land Between the Lakes largest rainyground, opened Wednesday,
April 7. It is located on Ken-' ill W.State Line
tucky Lake, about three mikes IL Tubas - Pb. 4794741
south of Barkley Canal.

City Tire Co. ,

Latex
Semi
-Gloss

Choose' a
guaran teed iemi-gloss
to
remain
cover in latex ename/
for
one coat
washable for
Colorso
5
and
wodwork,
years.
kitchen and Idea/
match
flat
Satin
latex.
Plus, our bath.
best

MAGICOLOR
magicokx
House and
Goss

'TRIM PAINT
GLOSS HOUSE &
to

Trirn Paint

6"
5
GAL.

paint lasts up
This durable guaranteed to coIt's
coat.
8 years!
finish in one
ver your old
titanium white
bright
Use on
xtra
or yellow. stucco,
won't chalk
shingles,
metal.
wood.
masonry and

BIG K

SPRAY PAINT
13 Oz. Can

L.ATEX

Our very
best
Guaranteed to latex
exterior
surface in
one cover any
Years
paint.
coat.
Dries
and
in 2i) Lasts color
up to or
brushes
8
Many fade
wash minutes.
ing
clean in Hands
colonialresistant colors, water.
shades.
includ-

31

Reg. 97C

— SELLING DUE TO HEALTH

—
Dr. Melvin was hospitalized with pulmonary embolism during February and March. As
he is 78 years old, he Is dispersing his herd.

87 — REGISTERED JERSEYS— SELL IN DISPERSION
i 75—COWS - ENTIRE MILKING HERD
stS... 12—FIRST CALF HEIFERS - DUE THIS SUMMER
GI COLONEL RALEIGH GOLDUST—Dr. Melvin sold this young cow for $1,251.00 and short. . 7 ly thereafter she was grand champion Jersey at the All American Junior Jersey Show and
... the next year she was awarded Geld Medal by The American Jersey Cattle Club for her
-.-, production record.
/- Some cows are fresh now and others are due soon, as a whole the herd is bred to VINO
- this Fall. We have daughters of Sleeping Jester, Stardom, and Ambassador others by
, sons of Menu Milestone and Nancy's Sleeping Advancer.
This herd is and has been the largest herd of moldered Jerseys in Kentucky. Dr. Melvin
. has owned cattle since 1928 and never on. other than
• registered Jersey. Through the
- years, Re has had many of*a Pep priced Jerseys in the state and district sales. On. of
his foundation cows was the first double ton of Gold Jersey In Kentucky. His earlier breedhie was Raleigh Breeding from Hallmark and Longview Farms. All through
the Years
he has been mindful of good type and production being one of the largest artificial breedere in Kentucky. All cows in the herd will be bred artificially. Dr. Melvin has been a
member of Jersey Selection Committee for Kentucky Artificial Association and has been
•state (Erector for KABA for over
years.
..
1.
.- A Lifetime of Breeding and Mariagemerd are behind this herd—DON'T MISS THIS SALE.

1

LADDER SPECIAL
5 FOOT STEP
w
LADDER
16 FOOT
EXTENSION

1\*

44

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
11.14hf: Marvin E. Alexi/Wier
M7-4561

.,

Martin, Tenn.
License No, 67

344-2155

,
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Paint Tray & Roller Set 1
Metal Tray
With
7 Inch Roller

17.44

.4

Reg. 1.17

Masking Tape 37' F 73e. 3/4" x 60'
21.44
EXTENSION
Caulking Compound 220 Reg. 334Z
24
FOOT
r EXTENSION 25.44
.
Caulking Gun 1.37

Jug
for
gra
sor
we
Lai
we
um
bei
tar
for

20 FOOT

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
R E ELFOOT AVE
UNION CITY, TENN
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SAT It

or Wendell Alexander

Museum
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formedl
Fly's C.(
Ky., an
Mr. Fly
Restart
Other
Wilma
aback!
safe, a
hand-dg
small p
churn,
sickle,

-Inch
9-Inch x 12
Reg. 57¢

n

— 600 GALLON DE-LAVAL TANK
— Fok-MORE 1NNYWIRATTON CCWITACT: —
Dr. J. C. Melvin. Rt. 1, Mayfield, Kentucky—Phon• 502-328-8362 or
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Heavy Weight
Plastic Drop Cloth

SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1971, 10:30 (D.S.T.) A. M.
Sale will

be held on the farm located 12 miles southeast of Mayfield, Ky. 11/
4 mile, off Highway 97 halfway between Sedalia and Tr -City, Kentucky. Watch for sale arrows.
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YOUR
CHOICE

Thomas Alva Edison was
probably the world's most prolific inventor, with 1,093 patents
to his name.

SALE

OUR BEST INTERIOR
FLAT LATEX

Guaranteed to cover in one coat, even
over wallpaper. Also guaranteed to remain washable, stain resistant and
colorfast for 5 years. Great for all interior walls, ceilings and trim. Quick
drying; easy clean-up in water. 16
fashion-right colors.

GAL.

REGISTERED JERSEYS & MILKING ERUIPMENT

04•41..

swim

99

DR. J.C. MELVIN — Make Plana Now To Attend — DISPERSAL

1

WANTSDI

GUARANTEED
ONE COAT

z.+.000 amiss,

TO CATTLEMEN!

,

ifitrIrmtz,==
_

Satin Plus

IN In Cousin:SIRS!

ABSOLUTELY

1

imp

°4
1
1970

TRAVELERS CHEQUES.
THEY ARE SOLD AT NEARLY

crry

/
i

Dal"
ceived three top citations from
the KFWC. The local club was
i nent°
;73
given an Honor Club citation, a i;v
.
citation for outstanding work in
International Relations and a
citation for special support of
the Jewel Manor Home for
Girls.
Can WIII
Thu
Mrs. Joe Johnston, a member
of the local club, won the top
honors for her drawn work
which was entered in the needlework division of the Arts and
Crafts exhibit at the KFWC convention.
Hoetesses for the meeting were
members of the Junior Department, Mrs. Roy Morrow, Mrs.
Wheals Balanced
Lynn Newton and Mrs. Ben
Donaldson,

1

ONE atiki.a<•ISSuEP

3,

Page 8

At present ftieduTiP

FULTON, Ky.
Mrs.
:atherine Thompson presented
a knit style show at the meeting of the Fulton Woman's Club.
Mrs. Thompson presented
basic sewing hints that should
be used in the construction of a
knit garment. Important points
such as pattern design and the
correct Choice of fabric design
were emphasized.
Mrs. Thompson stated that the
second largest business in the
United States was the manufacturing of fabrics and notions for
home sewing.
Mrs. Robert Batts, president
of the Fulton Woman's Club,
presided at the business session.
Mrs. Batts gave a brief report of the annual KFWC convention held recently in Louisville. She rumounced that the
Fulton Woman's Club had re-

./Z2'0 EVENTUALLY
BE CANE VICE- PRESIVEN
AND PERSOMNEL
RELATIONS OFFICER FOR
THE [AEA(.TOOAY, PANE.
OR AMERICA TRAVELERS
CHEQUES, A VIRTUALLy
INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY,
ARE THE wORLP'S

SENT Wheelchstrs. crutches
and other coevalescent aids at
SUPER DRUG 446 Lake
Fulton, KY

Itt

Thursday, May 20, 1971

Fulton, Ky.

0

WE MAKE DRAPES FREE:
ydu pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
Skiith Fulton, Tenn.

Fulton. Ky.

•••,, ,.•""-•••

/

,.///
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ilttee Experiments
Cut Use Of Water

NEW DELHI—Experimenters
in India have obtained a good
crop of rice with only 16.7 Inches of water, irrigating only whim
the soil was completely crusted.
The yield was only 6 per cent
lower than in a corresponding
experiment—based on the classical practice of continuous sobIn 1960, Union City had 8,837 mergence—that need six times
residents and the rate of growth RF gauCII Witter.

We Board and Groom Small
Animals With Special Care.
479-2229 POODLE 'PAMPER
PARLOR.

WANTED: Swarms

••••

`V` •••111•••••••• ••••• •••• •

•
••-•-4e.4.-

y 9 AM TO 9 PM

Fa
SO

DO
La
cs

)R

, even
to ret and
iii inQuick
3r. 16

Fulton,Ky.

Thursday, May 20,1971
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More Items Donated
To County's Museum
Ever seen a fire wagon bees animate,
cart or a 200-year-old cobbler's
This
year it is also hoped that
bench?
These are just two of the items the printing press in the oldyrint
phop
can
be placed in operation
from the immerse R.L. McNeil
end run for about n hour ea
callecthwi which were iTuckild in clay during the Obion Cow%
the Obion County Museum
Fair, with Dave Capps operating
Mondayafternoonafternoon and
will the machine.
be placed on display bywhich
the time
Fulton Artist Jubie Henderson
the Obion County Fair opens on
has given the museum several
. 90.
more bird prints and these, along
The
has
nitUletUll
been an- with the four which already were
deigning an extensive rebuilding on display, will be Matted and
program for the past month or so framed.
with old exhibits being enlarged Another display this year will
and a number of new °nee in the be one showing the methods by
process of being added.
which the late Pete Harmond of
During last year's Obion union City built his famous
County Fair, almost 100,000 Elowie knives. A knife and several
persons visited the local other items used in this display
aelalleUM,
have been donated to the
The items donated to the museum by Mrs. Harmond and
Museum by Mr. McNatt were the display is being set up in
formerly on display at Hugh memory of Mr. Harntond by two
Ply's Country Store near Murray, friends, Dr. Byron 0. Garner and
KY, and Were trucked here by David Critchlow.
Mr. Fly, who operates the Derby
Museum officials also hope to
Restaurant in Fulton,
be able to remove all overhead
Other Item Included in the lighting fixtures and install
shipment area red delivery hack, special display lighting before
a buckboard buggy, a tin kitchen (airtime rolls around.
safe, a crackling squeezer, a
hand-dperated corn planter, a
small proof press, a hand-crank
churn, a tobacco cutter, a hay
sickle, a complete wheatcradle,a
shell-loading machine and many,
many other items.
So vast and varied are the
MURRAY, Ky. — A new Deitems donated to the museum by partment of Political Science
Mr. 11cNatt over the past year, has been organized at Murray
that a section of the structure has
,State University, effective July
been named in honor of his
mother, the late Mrs. Clemmie 1, Dr. Walter Blackburn, dean
of the School of Arts and SciMcNatt,
Mr. McNatt, who makes his ences, has announced,
borne near Dukedom,is presently
Chairman of thei new departa resident of the Obion County ment, which heretofore had been
General Hospital Nursing Home. a part of the Department of
A trailer truckload of items was
Geography and Political Scireceived from Mr. McNatt last
Umar, who
year, about three weeks before ence, will be Dr. F.
the Museum was opened, and joined the Murray State faculty
were grouped together in a single last September after two years
display.
at Appalachian State University
Plans are now to construct a in Virginia. He earned the docportion of a log cabin, a section of toral degree in government at
a barn and a farm workshop. Southern Illinois University.
Many of the McNatt tools will
The other facuity members
then be Otaeedtn thee/Mks/fop to
give it the appearance of a well- making up the new department
equipped shop of Me late 1800e. include:
The cabin will also be furAuburn Wells, whoh as been
nished. Anyone having a log at the University since 1947;
structure they would like to Bobby Joe Sims, a Ph.D degree
donate to the museum for the
Joirteph Rose,
building of this cabin is asked to candidate at SIU;
call the Obion County Fair office who currently is on leave and
at work on a doctorate at the
at 885-5361.
The wildlife exhibit, which has University of Kentucky; Elmer
been an eye-catcher ever since E. Oettinger, whose doctoral
ear work is being slOnit. at the Unithe romp& was ppenel
vprallig4.2kliailt Carolina, and
LIFLIAtirc
I
rid
candileng
ed by 12 feet. Members Celle Garfield, a Ph.D
of Mrs. Joe Eakin's Obion County' date at SIU who Joined the MurCentral art class are preparing to ray faculty in September, 1970.
lengthen their backdrop for the
Creation of the new departdisplay from 16 to almost 30 feet.
ment brings to 15 the number
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid, who
School of Arts
prepared this display last year, making up the
once again will be called upon for and Sciences, the largest of the
the task. This year, however, university's six chools, and bethere will be a more complete comes the 35th on the campus.
display of ducks and animals
Twenty-seven, courses in poand; hopefully, snakes of this litical science will be offered
general area.
for the bachelOr of arts or bachMany Obion County hunters
degree in that
came to the aid of the museum elor of science
during the waning days Of Me last area.
duck season and furnished a
number of species. As a result,
01 19 million dwellings in Britonly a few ducks native to this ain, about one-half are ownerarea Will be missing from the occupied, about one-third rented
display.
from public authorities and
In the planning stage is a
one-sixth privately rented.
special display for albino (white)

New Department
Organized At
University

When

May is Double Savings Month at Super D. You Save oncewith Super
D's everyday low prices on health and beauty aids, photofinishing,
baby needs and most of all prescriptions. And this month you'll
save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid-America's favorite, when
you purchase the items featured below.

FREE
QUAL1Ty
v.
,SouThA„mpc
‘
,1

filledtescriion
at super

ene,YOUr

goodth

71.
"

FOR

i

refil
Div• °rCoupon
26,
"
0
04
ne
coupon
Per fam•

OUALITY

• ''--•
SUMPS

—11Y.

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. Ad effective through May 26, 1971.

, Fps FEMININE DEODORAN1

ASPIRIN

ST. JOSEPH
COMPARE AT 39'

31.,

FOR CHILDREN
36 TABLETS

QUALITY
STAMPS
with purchase
of 36 Tablet
PRICE Size St. Joe. Aspirin

pHiso

", n,

4-=-

50 FREE

EVERYDAY SUPER D
Hox
160Z
COMPARE AT '3.04

3 UL

9

100 FREE

/
4 OZ
63

,

DIAL FAMILY-DEODORANT
100 FREE
5 OZ

99

t

i'47:1

COMPARE AT '1.29
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

69

, ,

.

----Vaseline

15 OZ

INTENSIVE CARE LOTION
COMPARE a.
1
AT '1.69

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE1•i

•

2

Photofinishing• 50 FREE;i,-,
THE
HIGHEST QUALITY AT
LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN

NPH U-80

Local
Price

•

i,Local Price

.-

STAMPS
With Any
Photofinishing

FREE
99'REG U-40 54 50QUALITY
STAMPS
,,,wii
Il
$1.891iTCPrd-e80$1.65 purchase

//,........----,
00'
Dv

pat.0

BILLFOLDS

• '5.00..VALtIE

VALUE

100 FREE

QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of Amity Bilfolds

$3.99

COMPARE AT '4.50

INSULIN USERS:

REVLON MAX FACTOR OR FABERGE
We now have the

NEW B-D ci)

PLASTIPAK°Disposable
U-40 OR U-80
30 DAY SUPPLY

•

Insulin Syringe.

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE
100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS with purchase
ct 30 Day Supply Plastipak Syringes.

COLOGNES
11111 CDCC

Luu rnLi.

QUALITY STAMPS with purchase of any cologne

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY

For the correct ratio of Lasso to Lorox best suited to
your soli and crop,see your
Farm Chemical Supplier
now. Ask him for one of tha
Lasso handy rate'and *pp&
cadon booklets.

..

CONVENIENT LOCATION
1

•t I. MOW..de

Monsanto
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

5Southern States Cooperative,Inc.
Fulton, Ky. Sorvice Fulton, Ky.
PHONE: 479-2352
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency

I

ASSORTED MEN'S & WOMEN'S

of Any Type
Insulin

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

,

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
15 OZ Intensive Care
Lotion

,.......„,„Stl•

AMITY

n aC

QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of 6% OZ Crest

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

—,

•

50 FREE

t

COMPARE AT 1.09

UALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
Q5 OZ Dial Spray

QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of
16 OZ Fanci-full Rinse.

CREST

Cr-CS f ''''

m.....{.

\

t

f

QUALITY
STAMPS with
purchase of
8 01 Pepto Bismol

EVE'YDAY SUPER D PRICE

100 FREE

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

50 FREE

0-....

2

16 OZ
COMPARE AT '1.80

QUALITY STAMPS,'
with purchase
of
16 OZ Phisohex

21\ PEPTO BISMOL

7t

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of
3 OZ FDS Spray

ROUX FANCI-FULL RINSE

2.49

80Z
Pepto•
Bismoi COMPARE AT
1.09

SPRAY
e1

COMPARE AT P.
'1.50
L•
A.-4c
PRICE
D
. EVERYDAY SUPER

loiscuirsol

ANTIBACTERIAL $
SKIN CLEANSER
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

NPH U-40

Just tank mix Lasso liquid from Monsanto, with Lorox SOW
for broad spectrum control. Yes sir, Lasso plus Lorox gets
grasses such as the Brachiaria, Crabgrass and Seedling Johnsongrass,and tough broadleafs like Pigweed, Ragweed,Smart
weed and Lambsquarters.
Lasso EC plus Lorox has proven to be the ideal broad spectrum
weed control combination for soybeans in the South. If you
used Lasso before, you know how well it works. Now get even
better grass and broadleaf control with a Lasso plus Lorox
tank mixture. It could be one of your wisest decisions this year
'
for higher soybean yields and better profits.

CoUPON
200

AT SUPER D THIS WEEK

Local Price

Lasso
.plus Loratank mix
Is your best bet for great
weed control!

roti
THISh

STAMP-EDE

INSULIN

Here's a tip for
you other soybean growers...

I.

THERE'S A QUALITY

Z7

DISCOUNT DRUGS

1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thin SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE MGM TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

Ng,.4,

.
`41,44.-W44.44.4r.11,411111010.401e.4

.14".441-.1{74"

'wt

•

n.

Fulton, Ky.
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MAXINSAVINGS
.
I

U.S. CHOICE BLADE CUT

U.S. Government Inspected Empire Hen

CHUCK ROAST
49t

10 to 16 #
AVERAGE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

R EEL FOCT

LB.

LOIN SLICED

Lb 63c

Lb. 69c

3 69c
LB.
BOX

BREAST

LB. 59c

LEGS & THIGHS.

LB. 39c

WINGS
BACKS

LB. 23c
LB. 15c

LB.
THIGHS

LEGS

STEW BEEF
79$

LB

PLUS
QUALITY
STAM"

FOR
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

Quad_ 59c

LB. B9a
FRESH WATER FROZEN

32-oz. Bottle

E. W.JAMES TEA

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STOKELY'S

V) GALLON

MIXED PICKLES 22-oz. Jar _ _ _ _ 45c

PUREX

STOKELY'S 8-.z. JAR

ANGLER

SWEET GERKINS

39c

303 size

STOKELY'S 46-oz. CAN

39c

FOR /

NICE-FIRM-HEADS

FOR

40C

1

10 OZ. JAR ONLY
Without
thout
$1.69
Coupon

$1:29

LB.

CORN Cream Style

,

-:1
"

iiaxweu
9ous,g I
," .

19711
fNE COMM PEI RIMY• OFFEN MIES MAY 26th
al.oun......m.....m...
......

Stokely's Unsweetened GRAPEFRUIT

7 For

$1.00

9

46 oz. can

FOR $
1

Plus
Quality
Stamps

HEINZ

BAR-B-11 SAUCE

4 For

$1.00

6 For •

$1.00

3FoRsil

Plus
Quality
Stamps

39c

TOMATOES

5 For

$1.00
CUT

BEETS

303 Size

7

FOR $
1

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

BARTLETT PEARS

89c

3For _

iflORTENING

3Lb.Can

89c

SCHOOL DAY SWEET
303 SIZE
3 SEIVE

4PEASgsot
FOR

NABISCO PREMIUM

ORANGE GATORADE Quart _ _ _ 39c

APPLES

CRACKERS

Lb. 39c

YELLOW

LB,

25

ONIONS

•
•

When you wait till Sunday to do your
shopping it cost you.Shop with us6 days
a week. We save you money plus you
receive a extra bonus when you get
Quality Stamps.

SO

"MAXI-SAVINGS"

‘40 KII p.

SUPER ARNET P

WE RESERVE THE RIG T TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

•0110.11111•41.•

16-oz.

HART'S 103 SIZE

STOKLEY'S
GRAPE DRINK ORANGE DRINK
FRUIT PUNCH •

11

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CRISCO

LIMA BEANS

tL WI JAMES

JUICE
494

STOKLEY'S

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

35

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

STEELE'S 303 SIZE

GREEN BEANS

46 oz. can

39c

CHUCK ROAST
79c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

5 For _ _ $1.00

** * • 4
I' ^1:---:- • •
1

SLAB BACON

LB.

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MAY 20th THRU WEDNESDAY MAY26th
1971

INSTAN7
I MAXWELL
HOUSECo
_ _ FFEE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

49c

.00RN 6 EFtR s 49.c LETTUCE_ 2
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A IQ_ OZ. JAR OF

SLAB BACON
390

STOKELY'S NEW

TOMATO CATSUP

U.S. NO I YELLOW SWEET

I

89c

Tall Can

Lb. 37c

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

HART'S 303 SIZE

5

FRYER QUARTERS

4 to 8 4r

8 oz. can

PLUS
QUALITY
ST A M PS

WHOLE OR HALF

Lb. 35c

SCHOOL DAY 303 SIZE 2 SEIVE
,

STOKELY'S BIG 26-oz. BOTTLE

PINEAPPLE JUICE

Lb. 35c

TOMATO SAUCE
Plus
Quality
Stamps

49$

LB.

STOKLEY'S

APPLE SAUCE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

HAMBURGER

REELFOOT (Whole or Half)

DILL

STOKLEY'S

TOMATO JUICE

CHICKENS
FRYER - HALVES

39c _SWEET PEAS

PINK SALMON

STOKLEY'S

350

5 Cans _ _ $1.00

294

JAR

Lb. 39c

ROASTING

MARY LOU 303 SIZE

PICKLES

22 oz.

Lb._ $1.39

BOLOGNA

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

WITH THIS COUPON
MARBEL STICK

1/2 Lb. Box 59c

STOKLEY'S

CATSUP

79

LB.

01 OLEO

SWEET POTATOES

39c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

FRESH

AND ADDITIONAL 5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING MILK
AND ADDITIONAL 5.00 PURCHASE
-EXCLUDING-MILK
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LIMIT I COUPON PER-FAMILY
LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY
411111T TAKES A $10.00 PURCHASE TO GET BOTH $5.00 PURCHASES - LISTED IN ADio-ainno'
HART'S 16-oz.

STOKLEY'S TOMATO

FOR

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STEELE'S 303 SIZE

EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY JUICE

3

LB. 49c
LB. 10c__

I!BREAD

Lb. 19c

CHUCK STEAK

WITH THIS COUPON
HYDE PARK 20 oz. LOAF

Whole Kernel Corn

STEAKS

U.S. CHOICE

LB. 49c

LB.

HART'S

303 SIZE5

59$

CATFISH
89t

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

int

Lb. 89c

NECK BONES

Plus
Quality
Stamps

GIZZARDS
NECKS

LEAN-BONELESS

SALAD DRESSING

Lb. $1.19

CHUCK ROAST

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Lb.

HAM
99$

MINUTE.

CAT FISH

U.S. CHOICE CENTER CUT

Bacon End & Pieces

Whole or Half

LAKE BRAND

PORK CHOPS

REELFOOT

46 oz.can

FROZEN

RIBS

KREY T.V. SMOKED BONELESS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

SMOKED

PORK - QUARTER

COCKTAIL

SLICED BACON
49c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

COUNTRY STYLE

53c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

20 oz..

TURKEYS
33t

HOUSER VALLEY

LB

10C

